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THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between Fifth Third Bank, an Ohio banking corpora-
tion, Member FDIC, and First American Payment Systems, L.P. (“Bank”) and “MERCHANT,” 
whose name and address are stated on the Merchant Application & Agreement.

WHEREAS, Bank is engaged in the business of financial transaction processing 
which includes, but is not limited to, the processing of and providing for the payment of 
charges created by the holders of bank cards bearing the Visa U.S.A. Incorporated (“Visa”) 
MasterCard International Incorporated (“MasterCard”), and DFS Services LLC (“Discover”) 
trademarks, as well as certain credit, debit, and other electronic payment cards, each of 
such cards (hereinafter referred to as a “bank card”); and

WHEREAS, Fifth Third Bank, an Ohio banking corporation, Member FDIC, has entered 
into an agreement with First American Payment Systems, L.P. (“First American”) authoriz-
ing First American to perform the processing functions, exercise the legal rights and receive 
the benefits under such agreement; and

WHEREAS, MERCHANT hereby warrants that it is engaged in a lawful business and is 
duly licensed under the laws of the state, county, and city disclosed by MERCHANT on the 
Merchant Application & Agreement, to conduct such business; and

WHEREAS, MERCHANT currently accepts or desires to accept bank cards for its cus-
tomers’ purchase of goods and services it provides or anticipates providing; and

WHEREAS, MERCHANT warrants that neither it nor any of its officers, directors, 
partners, managers or owners has been terminated for any reason by any bank or any 
processor in connection with any agreement regarding depositing or processing bank card 
sales or transactions.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the representations, covenants, and prom-
ises made herein, the receipt and sufficiency of which are acknowledged, Bank and 
MERCHANT agree as follows: 

1. Agreement. Reference to this “Agreement” includes all supplements, schedules, 
appendices, Merchant Application & Agreement, additional location documentation, any 
terms and conditions, and any other documents requested by Bank. This Agreement is not 
in full force and effect until accepted by Bank.  Bank may adjust or amend the Merchant 
Profile section with or without notice to MERCHANT prior to accepting the Agreement. 
MERCHANT acknowledges that Bank will provide transaction processing hereunder 
through First American or other third parties. MERCHANT agrees that First American may 
perform the functions of Bank hereunder and that First American may receive the benefits 
of and enforce the terms of this Agreement against MERCHANT and any third party as an 
assignee of Bank’s rights hereunder, whether or not Bank is a party to such proceeding 
or transaction.

2. Additional Locations. MERCHANT must complete an Additional Location Form for 
each additional MERCHANT location. MERCHANT expressly agrees and acknowledges 
that each MERCHANT location shall be governed by these Merchant Processing Terms & 
Conditions and the Merchant Application & Agreement, including and without limitation, the 
rates and fees described therein, as may be amended from time to time.

3. Acceptance of Bank Cards. MERCHANT agrees to honor without discrimination 
all lawful and valid bank cards when properly presented as payment by customers and 
within MERCHANT's approved processing profile parameters, in connection with bona 
fide, legitimate business transactions arising out of MERCHANT’s usual trade or business 
as disclosed in the Merchant Application & Agreement. However, the MERCHANT may 
elect to accept card transactions from: (1) All Visa, MasterCard and Discover programs, (2) 
Visa and MasterCard Signature Debit programs only, or (3) Visa and MasterCard Credit/
Business programs only.  MERCHANT agrees not to submit any bank card transactions 
that will violate applicable laws or rules and regulations of Visa/MasterCard and Discover. 
The acceptance of all other credit cards (e.g., American Express, Diner’s Club) is subject 
to the rules and regulations of the issuing organizations. Such rules and regulations are 
incorporated herein by this reference.

  MERCHANT is prohibited from using the Program Marks, as defined below, other than 
as expressly authorized in writing by Bank. Program Marks mean the brands, emblems, 
trademarks and/or logos that identify various bank cards. Additionally, MERCHANT shall 
not use the Program Marks other than to display decals, signage, advertising and other 
forms depicting the Program Marks that are provided to MERCHANT by Bank pursuant to 
the Merchant Program or otherwise approved in advance in writing by Bank. MERCHANT 
may use the Program Marks only to promote the services covered by the Program Marks 
by using them on decals, indoor and outdoor signs, websites, advertising materials and 
marketing materials; provided that all such uses by MERCHANT must be approved in 
advance by Bank in writing. MERCHANT shall not use the Program Marks in such a way 
that customers could believe that the products or services offered by MERCHANT are 
sponsored or guaranteed by the owners of the Program Marks. MERCHANT recognizes 
that it has no ownership rights in the Program Marks.  MERCHANT shall not assign to any 
third party any of the rights to use the Program Marks.

4. Completion of Bank Card Sales Draft. MERCHANT agrees to complete all bank card 
sales drafts (hereinafter “sales slips”) or credit drafts or vouchers (hereinafter “credit slips”) 
in accordance with prescribed rules and regulations of Visa, MasterCard, and Discover or 
any other applicable card issuing organization. MERCHANT agrees that in all face-to-face 
sales to either (i) imprint the sales slip with the embossed data from the customer’s bank 

card and the MERCHANT's imprint plate, or (ii) generate electronically a sales slip by swip-
ing through a POS terminal (as defined below) a customer’s bank card. MERCHANT shall 
obtain the cardholder’s signature on the sales slip and confirm that such signature matches 
the signature on the card. MERCHANT shall verify that the embossed cardholder number 
is the same cardholder number contained in the bank card’s magnetic strip. MERCHANT 
agrees not to accept bank cards when the customer’s signature does not match the signa-
ture on the signature strip or the bank card has expired. Notwithstanding MERCHANT’s use 
of an electronic terminal or similar device through which an authorization may be obtained 
(a point of sale “POS” terminal), for all face-to-face sales MERCHANT must still obtain the 
cardholder’s signature on the printed sales receipt. Failure to properly follow all terms of this 
Agreement may result in a delay or denial in processing, a chargeback or sales proceeds 
not being paid to MERCHANT’s account. MERCHANT shall be solely responsible for the 
proper verification of the cardholder’s signature and the expiration date of the bank card, 
which obligation shall not be discharged by receipt of an electronic approval code. 

5. Point-of-Sale Devices. MERCHANT agrees to keep all imprinters and POS terminals 
used to process bank card transactions in good working order. MERCHANT understands 
that Bank cannot and does not warranty the connectivity, performance of equipment, or 
quality of services as a result  of any Voice over Internet Protocol (“VoIP”) or similar type 
service. MERCHANT agrees that Bank is not responsible for, and MERCHANT accepts 
full responsibility for issues that may arise when utilizing VoIP or similar service, including 
but not limited to; failure to obtain authorizations, batching, settlement, equipment, equip-
ment/Software installation, communications, downloads and internet connectivity.  Further, 
MERCHANT acknowledges it will not make any claim against Bank for any losses or dam-
ages, including, but not limited to, loss of income, loss of revenue, economical loss, conse-
quential, direct, indirect, special, exemplary, or punitive relating to the use or connectivity 
of any VoIP or similar services.   

6. Bank Card Authorization. MERCHANT understands and acknowledges that all 
transactions must be authorized. MERCHANT also understands that transaction authoriza-
tion is not a guarantee of payment from First American, nor does the transaction authoriza-
tion prohibit the card holder or card issuer from initiating a chargeback.

In the event of a POS terminal failure, bank card defect, or communication error, 
MERCHANT agrees to obtain (i) authorization according to voice back-up procedures fur-
nished by Bank and (ii) in the case of a face-to-face sale, an imprinted sales slip.

7. Mail Order, Telephone Order, and Electronic Commerce Sales. Bank discourages 
MERCHANT from accepting mail, telephone or electronic commerce orders because of 
the high incidence of fraud associated with such sales. MERCHANT also understands 
Bank does not allow transactions to be processed for items sold through online auction 
sites, where bidding for merchandise takes place, due to the high incident of fraud and 
chargebacks. MERCHANT acknowledges that Bank shall have the right to immediately 
terminate this Agreement without liability, if MERCHANT has not received previous writ-
ten approval from Bank to accept mail, telephone or electronic commerce orders or if 
MERCHANT exceeds the percentage of mail, telephone or electronic commerce orders 
previously approved by Bank or described in the Merchant Profile section of the Merchant 
Application & Agreement. Bank’s failure to hold funds, suspend processing or terminate this 
Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of such rights and such rights may be exercised at 
any time regardless of when Bank determines to exercise such rights. MERCHANT agrees 
to use and retain proof of a traceable delivery system as means of shipment of product to 
customer.

8. Transaction Records. MERCHANT agrees to balance and deliver to Bank all bank 
card transactions on the same day they are processed. 

9. Payments. All payments to MERCHANT for legitimate and authorized bank card 
sales shall be made by Bank through the funds transfer system known as the Automated 
Clearing House (ACH) pursuant to governing rules adopted by the National Automated 
Clearing House Association, and shall be electronically transmitted to an account of the 
MERCHANT. MERCHANT understands that payments are transmitted daily, except on 
weekends and bank holidays. However, Bank cannot guarantee the timeliness with which 
any payment may be sent to or credited by MERCHANT’s bank. MERCHANT understands 
that due to the nature of the ACH and the electronic networks involved and the fact that 
not all banks belong to an ACH, errors can occur and payment to the MERCHANT can 
be delayed. In such cases, the MERCHANT agrees to assist Bank to help resolve any 
problems in crediting MERCHANT’s account. MERCHANT agrees to provide Bank three 
(3) days prior written notice of any change of account and to abide by Bank’s policies 
regarding changes to accounts. MERCHANT and not Bank or any processor shall be 
responsible for verifying that account information is correct on the Merchant Application & 
Agreement, voided check and all account statements. Bank is not responsible for incorrect 
account numbers. Unless proper notice is provided by MERCHANT to Bank, MERCHANT 
shall not change any of its accounts. All payments to MERCHANT for the amount of bank 
card sales properly submitted to Bank shall be less discount, credit chargebacks, reserve 
amounts, transaction fees, statement fees, and other applicable fees all of which are the 
responsibility of MERCHANT. Any payment made by Bank to MERCHANT shall not be 
final but shall be provisional credit under the Uniform Commercial Code and is subject to 
subsequent review and verification by Bank. MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that 
Bank shall have no obligation to make any payment to MERCHANT with respect to transac-
tions described in Sections 17, 18 and 28 of this Agreement unless and until MERCHANT 
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provides to Bank the requested documentation. If MERCHANT fails to provide requested 
documentation, such payments shall be earned compensation of Bank. Fees and other 
charges due Bank hereunder may be deducted from amounts due MERCHANT or may be 
debited against any of MERCHANT’s accounts at Bank’s sole discretion. The discount and 
other fees may be collected by Bank on a daily, monthly, or other basis, as determined by 
Bank. All reserve amounts may be deducted from amounts otherwise due MERCHANT, 
debited against MERCHANT’s account, or paid directly by MERCHANT through ACH or 
otherwise at Bank’s sole discretion. MERCHANT must notify Bank in writing of any errors 
on any statement within ninety (90) days after mailing the first statement on which the error 
or problem appeared or failed to appear. MERCHANT agrees to examine all statements 
upon receipt and to verify all credits and debits to any account against all transactions, 
bank statements and other information indicating activity of Bank and MERCHANT subject 
to or relating to this Agreement or Bank’s obligations hereunder. Save and except Bank’s 
right to funds owed Bank under this Agreement or incorrectly paid to MERCHANT, if no 
notice of error is received within the ninety (90) day period, the account shall be deemed 
correct and MERCHANT shall have no recourse for errors. Any amount inadvertently or 
incorrectly paid to MERCHANT may be debited from any account of MERCHANT, at the 
sole discretion of Bank and, in any event, remains an obligation of MERCHANT to Bank 
payable in full and on demand.

10. Sales Slip Storage and Retrieval. Visa, MasterCard, and Discover require Bank 
to obtain from MERCHANT and forward to bank card issuers, upon request, copies of 
sales or credit slips. MERCHANT shall set up a system satisfactory to Bank to store and 
maintain sales slips and MERCHANT shall deliver to Bank within 24 hours of request cop-
ies of any sales slip requested by Bank. MERCHANT shall preserve a copy of the actual 
paper sales slips, credit slips and, if a mail order or pre-authorized order is involved, the 
customer’s signed authorization for the transaction, for at least three (3) years after the 
date MERCHANT presents the transaction data to Bank. To assist in the resolution of any 
dispute and in addition to and without limiting the foregoing provisions of this paragraph, 
MERCHANT agrees to retain for one (1) year and make available within three (3) days of 
a request all pertinent records pertaining to each transaction in question, including, but not 
limited to, itemized bills, authorization requests, and other related documents. MERCHANT 
shall preserve the confidentiality all information in an area limited to selected personnel and 
exercise best efforts to maintain these materials in a secure manner. MERCHANT’s obliga-
tions under this paragraph shall survive following the close of MERCHANT’s business or 
the termination of this Agreement. MERCHANT understands that its failure to respond time-
ly to a retrieval request may result in a chargeback under Visa, MasterCard, and Discover 
rules and regulations.  All chargebacks and fees shall be the responsibility of MERCHANT 
and paid by and charged to  MERCHANT. In connection with retrieval requests or other 
administrative requirements associated with any MERCHANT agreement or account, Bank 
and/or its designated processor may charge retrieval fees and administrative charges 
which shall be the responsibility of MERCHANT. Bank and/or its designated processor shall 
determine in their sole discretion the amount of any retrieval fee and administrative charge 
and when such fee and charge shall be assessed. MERCHANT shall not be entitled to 
notice of any such fee or administrative charge or with respect to any change in the amount 
of any fee or administrative charge.

11. Warranties by MERCHANT. MERCHANT warrants that it shall fully comply with all 
federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations, as amended from time to time, includ-
ing, but not limited to, the Federal Truth-in-Lending Act and Regulation Z of the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

As to each bank card sale presented to Bank for payment, MERCHANT warrants that:
(a) The sales slip is valid in form and has been completed in accordance with current 
instructions, if any, furnished by Bank;
(b) MERCHANT has delivered MERCHANT’s merchandise to the cardholder signing 
such sales slip or completed MERCHANT’s service described on the slip in accordance 
with MERCHANT’s underlying agreement with the cardholder;
(c) MERCHANT has delivered to the cardholder a true and complete copy of the sales 
slip or suitable receipt evidencing the transaction involving use of the bank card;
(d) Each sales slip represents the cardholder’s indebtedness to MERCHANT for the 
amount shown;
(e) The cardholder has no defense, right of offset, or counterclaim against MERCHANT 
in connection with the purchase of the goods or services;
(f) Unless expressly authorized in writing by Bank and as permitted by Visa, MasterCard, 
and Discover rules and regulations, MERCHANT has not and shall not make any cash 
advances to cardholder, either directly or by deposit to the cardholder’s account; 
(g) Neither MERCHANT nor any owner, director, officer, member, partner or employee 
of MERCHANT (“Affiliates”) has advanced any cash to cardholder or any person in 
connection with the purported bank card sale; 
(h) MERCHANT has not imposed any minimum purchase amount nor charged card-
holder any separate or additional fee(s) or surcharge or required cardholder to pay any 
part of any charge imposed on MERCHANT by Bank in connection with the acceptance 
of a bank card transaction. The foregoing shall not prohibit MERCHANT from extending 
discounts to customers paying cash, check, or any other means other than by bank 
card, provided such discounted price is presented as a discount from the standard price 
available for all other means of payment;
(i) In any bank card transaction, MERCHANT warrants the customer’s true identity as 
an authorized user of the bank card;
(j) In any face-to-face sale, MERCHANT warrants it has verified the existence of a 
signature in the bank card signature panel and compared such signature with the 
signature on the sales slip;
(k) MERCHANT warrants that bank card has not and will not be used for verification 
of age;
(l) MERCHANT warrants that it shall not, without the cardholder’s consent, sell, pur-
chase, provide, or exchange bank card account number information in the form of 

imprinted sales slips, mailing lists, tapes, or any other media obtained by reason of 
a bank card transaction or otherwise to any third party other than to MERCHANT’s 
agents for the purpose of assisting the MERCHANT in its business, to Bank, to Visa,  
to MasterCard or to Discover, or pursuant to a valid subpoena;
(m) MERCHANT warrants that it will not submit any transactions that are not in compli-
ance with both this Agreement and any such codes or rules and hereby indemnifies 
and holds Bank harmless against any loss or damage Bank may suffer as a result of a 
breach of this or any other warranty or agreement by MERCHANT;  
(n) MERCHANT may display the proprietary names and symbols associated with bank 
cards only while this Agreement is in effect, or until MERCHANT is notified by Bank 
or the bank card associations/organizations to cease such usage. Bank and the bank 
card associations/organizations shall have the right at anytime to require MERCHANT 
to cease such usage for any reason, whether or not this Agreement remains in effect. 
MERCHANT may use the proprietary names and symbols associated with Bank or with 
bank cards only to indicate that bank cards are accepted for payment and shall not 
indicate, directly or indirectly, that Bank, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or any other bank 
card association/organization endorses MERCHANT’s products or services;
(o) MERCHANT understands that sales completed at one location may not be pro-
cessed at another location;
(p) MERCHANT shall not, under any circumstances, present to Bank a sale which has 
been split into multiple bank card transactions; and
(q) If an authorization number is required or requested, MERCHANT warrants it shall 
use only the authorization number obtained through the Voice Authorization Network 
phone number provided by Bank. MERCHANT shall not use any number given by the 
cardholder or any type of number which has been obtained from any other source.
(r) MERCHANT is responsible for its employees' actions while in its employ.
(s) MERCHANT will not sell, purchase, provide, exchange or in any manner disclose 
Card account number, Transaction, or personal information of or about a Cardholder 
to anyone other than its Acquirer, to the Corporation, or in response to a valid govern-
ment demand. This warranty applies to Card imprints, TIDs, carbon copies, mailing 
lists, tapes, database files, and all other media created or obtained as a result of a 
Transaction.

12. Business Changes. MERCHANT shall provide at least thirty (30) days written notice 
to Bank for any of the following anticipated changes: MERCHANT’s business type, including 
any change in goods or services sold, name, entity type, address, change of Sales  Profile  
as described in the Merchant Application & Agreement, any ownership change, or transfer 
or sell of substantially all of the assets of MERCHANT. At all times MERCHANT shall pro-
vide Bank with its current mailing address. Bank shall have the right to charge a fee of no 
less than twenty dollars ($20.00) for returned mail items. If Bank receives a returned mail 
item with no forwarding address, Bank may exercise its right to suspend mailing Merchant 
Statements until such time as the correct address has been provided by MERCHANT. 
MERCHANT shall not change its usual trade or business, move its trade or business to 
a new location, utilize the merchant account to process e-commerce transactions or com-
mence operating an unrelated trade or business on the same premises where MERCHANT 
operates this stated trade or business without obtaining Bank’s prior written consent to the 
change, move, or addition. MERCHANT also agrees that prior to any changes, Bank must 
first accept the change and confirm such acceptance in writing. MERCHANT acknowledges 
that the codes of professional responsibility and the rules and regulations of professional 
associations may apply to the transactions covered by this Agreement. MERCHANT may, 
however, bring any inconsistency between this Agreement and such codes and rules to the 
attention of Bank and request a modification to this Agreement to eliminate such inconsis-
tency. Bank may, in its discretion, agree to such modification to the extent it is consistent 
with Bank policy and in conformity with then existing Visa, MasterCard, and Discover rules, 
regulations and applicable laws . Until Bank agrees to such modification in writing, the 
terms of this Agreement shall remain in place.

MERCHANT shall be responsible for any administrative charges of Bank associated 
with any change.

13. Returns and Credits. MERCHANT shall properly complete a credit slip and deliver 
one completed copy to cardholder at the time of each return of merchandise or cancellation 
of sale. Bank shall charge MERCHANT the transaction fee as well as other fees applicable 
to all credit transactions. MERCHANT shall not, under any circumstances issue: (i) cash 
or MERCHANT’s check for returns of merchandise or cancellation of service where goods 
or services were originally purchased in a bank card transaction; (ii) credit MERCHANT or 
its Affiliates for returns of merchandise or cancellation of service where goods or services 
were originally purchased in a bank card transaction; (iii) a credit slip to a cardholder with-
out having completed a previous purchase transaction with the same cardholder; or (iv) a 
credit slip to a cardholder for any prior sale or service made or provided at a location other 
than the location where the credit slip is issued.

With proper disclosure at the time of the transaction where purchased goods or services 
are delivered to cardholder, MERCHANT may:

(a) Refuse to accept merchandise in return or exchange and refuse to issue a refund 
to a cardholder; or
(b) Accept returned merchandise in exchange for the MERCHANT’s promise to deliver 
goods or services of equal value available from MERCHANT at no additional cost to 
cardholder.

Proper disclosure shall be deemed to have been given if, at the time of the transaction 
and prior to obtaining the customer’s signature, the following notice appears on all copies 
of the sales slip in legible letters at least 1/4 inch high and in close proximity to the space 
provided for the cardholder’s signature stating “NO REFUND” or “EXCHANGE ONLY” or 
“IN STORE CREDIT ONLY,” as applicable, or equivalent language.

14. Chargebacks. MERCHANT expressly acknowledges and agrees to any charge 
or debit made by Bank against any of MERCHANT’s accounts as a result of the exer-
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cise of chargeback or retrieval rights by a cardholder, issuing bank, processor, or other 
intermediary pursuant to applicable operating regulations of Visa, MasterCard, Discover 
or other card associations/organizations as the same may be in effect from time to 
time. MERCHANT also understands and acknowledges that Bank may debit or reduce 
MERCHANT's bank account whether or not cardholder has returned merchandise. Without 
prior notice, Bank shall have the right, at any time, to reduce MERCHANT’s bank card 
sales proceeds received from issuing banks, debit any of MERCHANT’s accounts and/or 
demand immediate payment from MERCHANT through ACH or otherwise for any bank 
card transaction which is disputed, questioned or returned to Bank by the financial institu-
tion or company which has issued the bank card (the “Card Issuer”) and to chargeback 
such sale to MERCHANT in any of, but not limited to, the following situations:

(a) Where goods originally purchased have been returned to MERCHANT by card-
holder and cardholder requested a credit slip and such credit slip was not processed 
by MERCHANT;
(b) Where the purchase had not been authorized as required;
(c) Where sales slip covers goods or services other than those described in the 
Merchant Application & Agreement;
(d) Where a cardholder contends or disputes to the Card Issuer that: (i) goods or ser-
vices were not received by cardholder or by authorized user; or (ii) goods or services 
received by cardholder or by authorized user do not conform to what was described on 
the sales slip; or (iii) goods or services were defective or of unsatisfactory quality;
(e) Where original sales slip is not received by Bank from MERCHANT when requested 
by Bank in accordance with paragraph 10 of this Agreement;
(f) Where sales slip does not contain a transaction date or the face of such sales slip 
shows that such date or dollar amount has been altered or incorrectly entered;
(g) Where the sales slip delivered to Bank contains the imprint or description of a bank 
card other than the bank card processed;
(h) Where the sale was generated through the use of an expired bank card;
(i) Where no signature appears on sales slip and the cardholder has represented in 
writing to Bank or the Card Issuer that the cardholder did not make or authorize the 
transaction;
(j) Where the sales slip does not contain the embossed legend from a bank card or 
MERCHANT has failed to obtain proper authorization to complete the transaction or the 
cardholder has represented in writing to Bank or the Card Issuer that the cardholder did 
not make or authorize the transaction;
(k) Where the signature on the sales slip is different from the signature appearing on 
the signature panel of the card or where no signature appears on the signature panel 
of the card;
(l) Where a Card Issuer or Bank has information that impropriety or fraud occurred at 
the time of  transaction, whether or not such transaction was properly authorized by 
the Card Issuer or the cardholder participated in or authorized the transaction, or the 
Card Issuer represents that there is no bank card outstanding with the account number 
used; 
(m) Bank reasonably determines that the transaction record is improper, fraudulent, 
not a bona fide transaction in MERCHANT’s ordinary course of business or is subject 
to any claim of illegality, cancellation, rescission, avoidance, or offset for any reason 
whatsoever, including without limitation, negligence, fraud, impropriety, or dishonesty 
on the part of card user, cardholder, MERCHANT or Affiliates;
(n) In any situation where the sales slip was executed or credit given to MERCHANT in 
circumstances constituting a breach of any representation or warranty of MERCHANT 
hereunder, or MERCHANT’s violation of Visa, MasterCard, or Discover rules and regu-
lations which has resulted in a sale being charged back by the Card Issuer;
(o) As required by bank card association/organization rules or regulations as they cur-
rently exist or as they may be amended from time to time;
(p) In such other circumstances where Bank determines or suspects in its sole dis-
cretion that the transaction may result in a chargeback for any reason, whether or 
not enumerated under this paragraph and whether or not the transaction results in a 
chargeback; or
(q) If with respect to any of MERCHANT’s outlets, the ratio of bank card counterfeit 
and fraud volume to bank card sales volume or the ratio of the number of bank card 
chargebacks to the number of bank card sales exceeds 1% or credits processed 
exceed ten percent (10%) for any given month. In such event, without limiting other 
rights hereunder, Bank in its sole and absolute discretion may charge back all bank 
card sales for all locations.
MERCHANT understands that Bank will assess MERCHANT a fee as well as admin-
istrative costs as determined by Bank for each chargeback. MERCHANT, whether 
consented to or not by cardholder, shall not present to Bank for processing any sales 
slip representing a transaction which has been previously charged back to Bank and 
returned to MERCHANT. MERCHANT’s obligations and Bank’s rights under this para-
graph shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

15. Electronic Commerce. If Bank approves MERCHANT to accept bank cards via the 
Internet, then MERCHANT will provide secure encryption capability, such as Secure Socket 
Layer (SSL), to cardholders.  MERCHANT agrees that it must also in addition not in lieu of 
other applicable procedures and rules comply with the following:

(a) Post its privacy and security policy on its website, where such policies shall be 
clearly marked for consumers to see and clearly review; and
(b) Website must include the following information displayed in the following manner: 
(i) complete description of the products offered, (ii) return merchandise and refund 
policy, (iii) method for the cardholder to acknowledge their acceptance of the Terms 
& Conditions for return merchandise or for the refund policy; this acknowledgement 
should be in a format that complies with association guidelines for proper disclosure, 
(iv) customer service contact, including email address and/or telephone number, (v) 

any applicable export or legal restrictions, (vi) delivery policy and (vii) consumer data 
privacy policy. 

In any real-time electronic commerce bank card transaction, MERCHANT will cause 
the cardholder to enter the verification value located on the back of the card and the card-
holder’s street number and zip code for address verification. MERCHANT acknowledges 
and agrees all e-commerce transactions must be submitted utilizing e-commerce certified 
software acceptable to Bank. MERCHANT acknowledges that the electronic commerce 
indicator must be used to identify e-commerce transactions in the authorization request and 
clearing record. Penalties can be assessed for failure to use the correct electronic indicator. 
MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees they will not submit e-commerce transactions via 
a point-of-sale (POS) terminal. MERCHANT agrees to use and retain proof of a traceable 
delivery system as means of shipment of product to customer.

16. Recurring Transactions. If MERCHANT agrees to accept a transaction from a card-
holder for the purchase of goods or services which are to be delivered or performed periodi-
cally (a “Recurring Transaction”), the cardholder must complete and deliver to MERCHANT 
a written request for such goods or services to be charged to the cardholder’s account 
periodically. Each of the following provisions shall apply to all recurring transactions:

(a) The cardholder’s written authorization must be retained for the duration of the recur-
ring charges and provided promptly in response to a cardholder’s request for a copy;
(b) MERCHANT must not complete an initial or subsequent recurring transaction after 
receiving a cancellation notice from the cardholder, Bank, or another bank;
(c) MERCHANT shall type or print legibly, on the “Signature Line” of the sales draft for 
recurring transactions, the words “Recurring Transaction”;
(d) The cardholder’s written authorization must include the amount of the transaction, 
frequency of the charge and the duration of time for which cardholder’s permission is 
granted; and
(e) If the cardholder elects to renew a Recurring Transaction, the cardholder must com-
plete and deliver to MERCHANT a new written Recurring Transaction request. 

17. Improper Transactions; Forward Commitments. Bank may hold funds, suspend 
processing, terminate this Agreement with or without notice, or require MERCHANT to 
process a refund upon any determination by Bank, in its sole discretion, of improper, 
fraudulent, suspicious or questionable transactions, including, but not limited to, any trans-
actions for items or services with a future delivery date or forward commitment, transactions 
that fail to meet the requirements of this Agreement or which vary from the information 
represented or disclosed in the Merchant Profile Section of the Merchant Application & 
Agreement. Bank may also at its sole discretion block, reject, or deny any transaction for 
any reason. MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that Bank shall have no obligation to 
make any payment to MERCHANT with respect to such transaction(s) unless and until 
MERCHANT provides to Bank the documentation sufficient for Bank to determine that the 
transaction(s) is verified, legitimate, and Bank’s risk has been mitigated. Bank reserves the 
right, at its sole discretion, to adjust or amend the Merchant Profile Section of the Merchant 
Application & Agreement with or without notice to MERCHANT. MERCHANT acknowledges 
no discount or transaction fees will be refunded as a result of Bank with holding payment to 
MERCHANT, including but not limited to reversals, returns and/or credits.

18. Fraudulent Sales/Factoring. MERCHANT shall not present to Bank directly or 
indirectly, any transaction(s) (i) that results from processing credit or debit, directly or 
indirectly, transaction(s) not originated as a result of an act directly between cardholder 
and MERCHANT, (ii) that MERCHANT processes for any other person or business (iii) that 
results from a transaction outside MERCHANT’s normal course of business as described in 
the Merchant Application & Agreement, (iv) that MERCHANT knows or should have known 
to be fraudulent, improper, illegal, or not authorized by the cardholder, or (v) that contains 
the account number of a bank card account issued to MERCHANT. Should MERCHANT do 
so, Bank may hold funds, suspend processing or terminate this Agreement with or without 
notice following the determination, at Bank’s sole discretion, of improper, fraudulent, sus-
pect, or other questionable transactions, including, but not limited to, transactions varying 
materially in character from the information represented or disclosed in the Merchant Profile 
Section of the Merchant Application & Agreement as approved by Bank. MERCHANT 
acknowledges and agrees that Bank shall have no obligation to make any payment to 
MERCHANT with respect to such transaction(s) unless and until MERCHANT provides to 
Bank the documentation sufficient for Bank to determine that the transaction(s) is verified, 
legitimate, and Bank’s risk has been mitigated. MERCHANT acknowledges no discount or 
transaction fees will be refunded as a result of Bank withholding payment to MERCHANT, 
including but not limited to reversals, returns and/or credits.

19. Exclusivity. MERCHANT agrees that it will not use the service of any corporation, 
entity or person other than Bank for the processing of bank card transactions. 

20. Rules and Regulations. This Agreement shall be subject to the bylaws and oper-
ating rules and regulations of Visa, MasterCard, and Discover as amended from time to 
time. 

21. PCI DSS Compliance and Customer Information Security. MERCHANT and 
Agent (as defined below) will exercise reasonable care to prevent disclosure or use of 
Customer Information (as defined below), other than (i) to  MERCHANT’s agents and 
contractors for the purpose of assisting MERCHANT in completing a payment transaction, 
(ii) to the applicable card association or organization or governmental entities and authori-
ties, or (iii) as specifically required by law.  MERCHANT is prohibited from storing CVV2 
or CV2, magnetic stripe track data and PIN data.  “Customer Information” means personal 
information related to a customer of MERCHANT or a customer’s payment instrument that 
is obtained by MERCHANT as a part of a transaction.  Such information shall include a cus-
tomer’s name, address, phone number, date of birth, payment instrument account number 
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and expiration date, PIN data, and CVV2 or CVC2 data, and any data read, scanned, or 
otherwise obtained from the payment instrument, whether printed thereon, or magnetically, 
electronically or otherwise stored thereon.   MERCHANT will store all media containing 
allowed Customer Information, currently limited to customer name, payment instrument 
account number and expiration date, in an unreadable format wherever it is stored and in 
an area limited to selected personnel on a “need to know” basis only and prior to either 
party discarding any material containing Customer Information, the party will destroy it 
in a manner rendering the account numbers unreadable.  If at any time MERCHANT 
determines that Customer Information has been compromised MERCHANT will notify 
Bank immediately and assist in providing notification to the proper parties, as we deem 
necessary.  MERCHANT information may be shared by Bank with Bank’s affiliates and with 
governmental entities and authorities and the card associations or organizations subject 
to the provisions of this Agreement and the bylaws, rules and regulations, as they exist 
from time to time, of the card associations and organizations, as well as applicable laws 
and/or regulations (the “Rules”). MERCHANT agrees to comply with all security standards 
and guidelines that may be published from time to time by any card association or orga-
nization, including, without limitation, the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards 
(“PCIDSS”), the Visa Cardholder Information Security Program (“CISP”) the MasterCard 
Site Data Protection program (“SDP”) and the Discover-Security Requirements (collective-
ly, the “Security Guidelines”). All Service Providers MERCHANT uses must be recognized 
by Visa as CISP compliant service providers and payment applications MERCHANT uses 
must be recognized by VISA as compliant with the Payment Application Data Security 
Standards (“PA-DSS”).  “Service Provider” means any party that processes, stores or trans-
mits Customer Information on MERCHANT’s behalf.  MERCHANT understands that failure 
to comply with the Rules, including PCIDSS, CISP, SDP or other Security Guidelines, or 
the compromise of any customer account information, may result in assessments, fines, 
and/or penalties by the card associations and organizations or governmental entities or 
authorities, and MERCHANT agrees to indemnify and reimburse Bank immediately for any 
assessment, fine, or penalty imposed on Bank due to any such event or  MERCHANT’s 
breach of this paragraph and any related loss, cost or expense incurred by Bank, includ-
ing but not limited to, forensic investigation costs. Furthermore, MERCHANT must comply 
with Bank’s request to upgrade any non-compliant POS system and/or terminal within 
ten (10) business days of such request.  Bank reserves the right of set-off to any and all 
credit card proceeds to be applied toward any and all balances relating to such expenses, 
cost and/or fees, with or without notice to MERCHANT.  MERCHANT further agrees to (i) 
exercise reasonable due diligence to ensure that all of  MERCHANT’s Service Providers, 
payment applications, agents, business partners, contractors, and subcontractors maintain 
compliance with the Security Guidelines and (ii) provide Bank upon Bank’s request with 
the assessment of MERCHANT’s compliance with the Rules, Security Guidelines and 
PA-DSS as required by the card associations and organizations.  If any card association 
and organization, governmental entity or authority requires an audit of MERCHANT or 
any of MERCHANT’s Service Providers, payment applications, agents, business partners, 
contractors, or subcontractors due to a data security compromise event or suspected 
event, MERCHANT agrees to cooperate with such audit and agrees to pay for all costs and 
expenses related to such audit, including all of Bank’s costs relating to such audit, includ-
ing attorneys’ fees.  MERCHANT’s obligations and Bank’s rights under this section shall 
survive the termination of this Agreement.  

Bank may make available a PCI DSS compliance program through a third-party. Bank 
shall have the right to charge an annual PCI fee of no less than one-hundred twenty-four 
dollars and seventy-five cents ($124.75) billed via ACH (Automated Clearing House) 
whether or not MERCHANT participates in the program. Further, Bank may charge a non-
compliance fee on a frequency to be determined by Bank for merchants who fail to provide 
certification of PCI compliance, and maintain an annual certificate of compliance.

MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that MERCHANT’s use of the third-party 
services does not guarantee MERCHANT’s compliance with any of the rules or security 
standards established by Visa/MasterCard/Discover and any other applicable card com-
panies. MERCHANT further acknowledges and agrees that MERCHANT’s use of the 
third-party services does not guarantee the security of MERCHANT’s IP addresses or that 
MERCHANT’s systems are secure from unauthorized access. MERCHANT is responsible 
for establishing and maintaining security policies and procedures, and for compliance with 
the rules and security standards of Visa/MasterCard/Discover and any other applicable 
card companies, including any obligation to notify Visa/MasterCard/Discover and any other 
applicable card companies and Bank of any suspected breach of MERCHANT’s systems.

MERCHANT may elect to use a third party as MERCHANT's agent ("Agent") to perform 
some of MERCHANT's obligations under this Agreement. Agents include, but are not 
limited to, MERCHANT’s software providers and/or equipment providers. MERCHANT 
shall bear all risk and responsibility for conducting MERCHANT’s own due diligence 
regarding the fitness of an Agent for a particular purpose and for determining the extent 
of an Agent’s compliance with the Bank Rules, the Operating Regulations, and the Laws. 
Bank may approve or deny the use of an Agent in Bank’s sole discretion and at any time. 
MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that MERCHANT shall cause its Agent to complete 
any steps or certifications required by any Association (e.g., registrations, PA-DSS, PCI, 
audits, etc.)  If an Agent is designated a service provider under any applicable Operating 
Regulation, MERCHANT shall cause such Agent to cooperate with Bank in completing 
any due diligence and/or steps required for registration and/or certification. MERCHANT is 
solely responsible for any and all applicable fees, costs, expenses and liabilities associated 
with such steps, registrations, and certifications. MERCHANT expressly agrees that Bank 
shall in no event be liable to MERCHANT or any third party for any actions or inactions of 
any Agent used by MERCHANT (even if such Agent is introduced, recommended, or resold 
by Bank), and MERCHANT hereby expressly assumes all such liability.

MERCHANT expressly authorizes Bank to access information regarding MERCHANT’s 
PCI compliance status.  Upon Bank's request, MERCHANT or MERCHANT’S PCI vendor 

must provide information, including but not limited to, PCI compliance/validation certifica-
tion, SAQ (Self-Assessment Questionnaire), and Network scan results, and or any other 
information Bank requests with regard to MERCHANT’s PCI compliance within ten (10) 
business days of request. 

Bank at its discretion may discontinue, modify or amend the PCI DSS compliance 
program at any time.  Upon termination of this Merchant Application and Agreement, 
MERCHANT’s right to participate in the above referenced PCI DSS compliance program 
shall cease notwithstanding the prior payment of any PCI fee paid by MERCHANT.

MERCHANT expressly acknowledges and agrees that Bank shall be a third party ben-
eficiary of any agreement entered into between MERCHANT and Bank’s third party service 
provider and MERCHANT relating to the above-referenced PCI compliance program and 
Bank shall have the rights, remedies and protections afforded therein to such third party 
service provider.

22. Assignment. This Agreement and the rights and obligations underlying this 
Agreement may be assigned by Fifth Third Bank, an Ohio banking corporation, Member 
FDIC, or First American Payment Systems, L.P., or their respective affiliates or subsidiaries. 
This Agreement may not be assigned by MERCHANT.

23. Term; Termination. The initial term of this Agreement shall commence upon 
Bank’s acceptance hereof (as evidenced by Bank’s performance hereunder) and 
continue in full force and effect for a term of three (3) years from acceptance by 
Bank. Thereafter, the Agreement will automatically renew for additional one-year 
periods unless MERCHANT gives (and Bank receives) written notice of non-renewal, 
no less than thirty (30), but no more than ninety (90), days prior to the end of the 
applicable term.  Notwithstanding any other provision hereof, the Agreement may be ter-
minated by Bank, with or without cause or reason, and with or without notice. Termination 
by Bank for any service results in termination of all services. In the event MERCHANT 
submits bank card transactions to Bank after the date of termination, the bank card 
transactions may (at Bank's option) be processed subject to the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement. If this Agreement is terminated by MERCHANT without proper notice, 
Bank will be entitled to recover, and MERCHANT will pay on demand, any and all losses 
(including consequential damages, loss of profits, costs, expenses and liabilities) incurred 
by Bank in connection with termination. MERCHANT agrees to pay bank/processor 
Early Termination Fees established by Bank, but in no event less than four hun-
dred ninety-five dollars ($495.00) for each MERCHANT location, plus any and all 
losses (including consequential damages and loss of profits, costs, expenses, and 
liabilities) incurred by Bank in connection with termination. Bank may hold payment 
of any monies due MERCHANT to ensure that all obligations of MERCHANT are satisfied. 
MERCHANT remains liable for any and all unpaid amounts due under this obligation or 
related to this Agreement.

24. Authorization. MERCHANT hereby authorizes Bank in accordance with this 
Agreement to initiate debit/credit entries to any account as indicated herein. The authority 
to initiate such debit/credit entries shall remain in full force until Bank shall have been paid 
all fees under this Agreement and all chargebacks and other amounts shall have been 
paid.

25. Terminated Merchant File/MATCH/CMNF. MERCHANT may be placed on the 
Combined Terminated Merchant File, MATCH, or the Consortium Merchant Negative File 
upon violation of any terms of this Agreement or any bank card association/organization 
rules or regulations. MERCHANT hereby releases, indemnifies, and holds Bank harmless 
for any loss or damage it may incur as a result of Bank’s actions hereunder or as a conse-
quence of MERCHANT being placed by Bank or its agents on the Combined Terminated 
Merchant File, MATCH, CMNF or other applicable list where such events are reported.  

26. Attorneys’ Fees and Collection Costs. MERCHANT shall be liable for and shall 
indemnify and reimburse Bank for any attorneys’ fees, arbitration cost, and expenses 
incurred by Bank in the enforcement hereof, including but not limited to collecting any 
amounts or obligations due from MERCHANT. Bank shall assess a collection fee of not 
less than two hundred dollars ($200.00) in the collections of any obligation or amounts due 
by MERCHANT.

27. Rates; Fees; Adjustments. “Discount Rate” shall mean a percentage of the total 
sales submitted to Bank for processing. “Transaction Fee” shall mean a fee charged on 
each sales draft and each credit draft regardless of the total stated. “Authorization Fee” 
shall mean the fee charged on each transaction attempted whether approved or declined 
and whether or not the sale was actually charged.  A "Batch Settlement Fee" will be 
charged on all batch settlements. “Per Item Fee” shall mean the fee charged on each 
settled Check Card transaction. The Visa, MasterCard, and Discover Credit Card Discount 
rate listed on the Merchant Application & Agreement applies to “Qualified Transactions” 
only and shall apply to Credit Card transactions. The Visa, MasterCard, and Discover 
Check Card Discount rate listed on the Merchant Application & Agreement applies to 
“Qualified Transactions” only and shall apply solely to Check Card transactions. Qualified 
transactions are those in which an authorization was obtained electronically,  the transac-
tion was settled within the appropriate time frame, and the transaction meets all other 
requirements imposed by the bank card associations. Other transactions have higher 
Discount Rates and are categorized as “Mid-Qualified” or “Non-Qualified" transactions. 
Mid-Qualified transactions include but are not limited to those transactions where the card 
is affiliated with a special issuer program or did not meet requirements imposed by the 
bank card associations. Non-Qualified transactions include but are not limited to those 
transactions where the authorization was obtained by calling a voice or Voice Recognition 
Unit (VRU) authorization number, the card is affiliated with a special issuer program, the 
transaction was not settled in the appropriate time frame, or the transaction did not meet 
the requirements imposed by the bank card associations. 
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If you are a mail order telephone order or e-commerce MERCHANT, the bank card 
associations/organizations require additional data elements to be submitted as a part of the 
transaction record in order for the transactions to qualify for the lowest possible discount 
rate.  Failure to submit the additional data elements or to meet all other requirements 
imposed by the bank card associations/organizations will result in the payment of a higher 
discount rate.

If you have signed a Monthly Minimum Merchant Application & Agreement, a Monthly 
Minimum fee may be charged, and if so, applies to Visa and MasterCard transactions only.

If you have signed an Annual Fee Merchant Application & Agreement, the amount shall 
not be less than ninety-five dollars ($95.00) per year and will be collected via ACH transfer 
within forty-five (45) days from the approval date of this Agreement and on the first business 
day of the anniversary month each year thereafter. 

In the event MERCHANT accepts a rate or fee reduction on any rate or fee set forth 
herein, the Term of this Agreement shall automatically be extended for an additional one 
(1) year term from the date of the current contract end date.

Bank shall have the right to adjust charges as necessary to offset any direct or indirect 
increase to Bank in the costs of providing services hereunder including, but not limited 
to, costs associated with collection and administration of chargebacks, fees charged by 
Visa, MasterCard, or Discover fees charged by other providers in processing, increases in 
the cost of living index or changes in rules, regulations, or operating procedures of Visa, 
MasterCard, and Discover or other applicable bank card association/organization, charges 
for changes to merchant accounts or information, adjustments in foreign exchange rates, or 
any additional requirement imposed by any federal or state governmental agency or regula-
tory authority, or due to any increases in communication costs charged to Bank by common 
carriers. Such charges shall, without prior notice, become effective as of the date of change. 
Upon any request from MERCHANT for copies of file information, account research, or other 
information, Bank may charge fees for such services, including per hour fees as determined 
by Bank. Without limiting the foregoing, Bank shall have the absolute and unconditional 
right to introduce new fees and increase Discount Rates, Transaction Fees, Authorization 
Fees, Per Item Fees, Statement Fees, Access Fees, Monthly Minimums and any other 
fees for any reason when deemed appropriate in Bank’s sole discretion. MERCHANT 
understands and agrees that Bank reserves the right to assess any associated fees not 
previously specified in the "Fees Section" of the Merchant Application & Agreement that are 
billed to Bank as a result of the device(s) or software used by MERCHANT communicating 
with any third party host. Bank may charge a fee not less than thirty-five dollars ($35.00) for 
a change of depository bank account or a change of name by MERCHANT. 

POS Terminal replacement services (equipment swaps) shall consist of replacement or 
repair, at Bank’s option, of MERCHANT's processing equipment (terminal, printer, pinpad 
or check reader.)  Bank will perform this service if (i) MERCHANT has honored and paid all 
amounts owed to Bank including, but not limited to, all amounts owed for Chargebacks and 
ACH rejects, (ii) the equipment has been verified to be in working order with Bank (verifica-
tion of this shall occur by MERCHANT submitting a transaction to Bank using the equipment 
that is being requested to be replaced). Bank, at it’s option, may use refurbished equipment 
for replacement and at Bank’s sole discretion may substitute comparable equipment. Bank 
shall charge a fee not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) for shipping and handling on equipment 
exchanges or swaps and a fee not less than one hundred seventy-five dollars ($175.00)  
for all premium equipment, including but not limited to, all wireless equipment and select 
check imagers. MERCHANT is required to return all defective equipment replaced by Bank 
to Bank. Bank may assess a restocking fee of not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) on all 
returned equipment.  If equipment is not returned, Bank, at its sole discretion, may assess a 
fee of not less than five hundred dollars ($500.00) for each piece of equipment not returned 
and a fee of not less than nine hundred fifty dollars ($950.00) for each piece of premium 
equipment not returned, including but not limited to, all wireless equipment and select check 
imagers. Bank reserves the right to assess a fee, to be determined by Bank, for equipment 
upgrades when compatible equipment is not available or when MERCHANT’s existing 
equipment is obsolete or no longer supported by Bank.

28. Variances. If in MERCHANT’s processing there is a variance from the informa-
tion, amounts or percentages included, represented, or disclosed by MERCHANT in the 
Merchant Profile Section of the Merchant Application & Agreement as approved by Bank 
or if Bank determines that such variance may otherwise be detrimental to Bank, then 
Bank shall have no obligation to pay MERCHANT any settlement funds until MERCHANT 
has provided to Bank documentation sufficient for Bank to determine that the variance is 
verified, legitimate, and Bank’s risk has been mitigated.  MERCHANT further acknowl-
edges that Bank, at its sole discretion, may hold or delay settlement of funds, suspend 
MERCHANT's processing, terminate this Agreement, or require MERCHANT to run a 
return/credit on a sale with or without notice upon the occurrence of any of the events 
specified above. MERCHANT shall immediately contact Bank in writing if variances occur 
from the information, amounts or percentages included, represented, or disclosed by 
MERCHANT in the Merchant Profile Section of the Merchant Application & Agreement 
as approved by Bank.  For purposes hereof, Bank’s determination shall be binding upon 
MERCHANT. MERCHANT hereby releases, indemnifies and holds Bank harmless for any 
losses or damage it may incur as a result of Bank’s actions hereunder, or as a consequence 
of the settlement funds being held, delayed or suspended. MERCHANT also agrees to 
pay all bank fees associated with processing any transaction, regardless if funds are held, 
delayed, suspended or if MERCHANT is required to run a return/credit.

29. Credit Card/Money Laundering. MERCHANT agrees to abide by all local, state, 
and federal laws and statutes and Visa, MasterCard, and Discover regulations regarding 
Credit Card/Money Laundering.  MERCHANT acknowledges that it may only enter trans-

actions into the credit card system if (i) transactions are through an approved merchant 
account for sales which are originally generated by MERCHANT,  (ii) transactions are 
between MERCHANT and a bona fide cardholder, and  (iii) transactions are submitted 
from MERCHANT's own accounts.  Bank reserves the right to terminate this Agreement, 
with or without notice, if Bank reasonably believes MERCHANT is in violation of any of the 
above.

30. MERCHANT Reserve Account. Bank may require the MERCHANT or any guarantor 
to establish a reserve account against current and future indebtedness for any reason.  Any 
reserve will be held by Bank for a period of time as is consistent with Bank’s liability. Bank 
may immediately estimate the amount of the potential losses, fees, and costs and require 
MERCHANT or any guarantor to establish a reserve account for the full amount of the 
estimate. Payment of the reserve estimate shall be immediate. Failure to fund the reserve 
may result in immediate termination of the Agreement. MERCHANT also understands and 
agrees, Bank may withhold and retain any and all settlement funds in order to establish a 
Merchant Reserve Account without notice to MERCHANT. MERCHANT understands and 
agrees that all reserve funds held will be placed in a non-interest bearing account.

This Agreement will constitute a security agreement under the Uniform Commercial 
Code. MERCHANT grants to Bank a security interest in and lien upon all of the following 
(collectively, the “Secured Assets”): (i) all funds at any time in the designated account, (ii) 
the reserve account, (iii) future sales transactions, (iv) all funds, deposits, deposit accounts, 
moneys, securities, and other property now or hereafter in the possession of or on deposit 
with, or in transit to Bank or any other direct or indirect subsidiary or affiliate of Bank, 
whether held in a general or special account or deposit, whether held jointly with someone 
else, or whether held for safekeeping or otherwise, excluding, however, all IRA, Keogh, 
and trust accounts; and (v) all of MERCHANT's rights relating to this Agreement includ-
ing, without limitation, all rights to receive any payments or credits under this Agreement. 
MERCHANT warrants and represents that no other person or entity has a security interest 
in the Secured Assets. These security interests and liens will secure all of MERCHANT's 
obligations under this Agreement and any other agreements between MERCHANT and 
Bank, including but not limited to MERCHANT's obligation to pay any amounts due to 
Bank. With respect to such security interests and liens, Bank will have all rights afforded 
under the Uniform Commercial Code, any other applicable law and in equity and the right 
to perfect such security interests as required by the Uniform Commercial Code. In addition 
to the security interests in the Secured Assets, Bank shall have, a contractual right of setoff 
against the Secured Assets without notice to MERCHANT.

31. Governmental Reporting Requirements. MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees 
that all information provided in the Agreement is true and correct.  MERCHANT also 
acknowledges that Bank may be required to report certain information regarding 
MERCHANT including but not limited to MERCHANT’s TIN, Entity Name, DBA, process-
ing volume, principal’s Social Security Number to governmental agencies such as the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS).  MERCHANT agrees to fulfill any request from Bank for 
additional information which may be required or requested by any government agency.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, MERCHANT understands that Bank may be required to 
withhold processing funds and forward such funds to the IRS as a result of incorrect infor-
mation provided by MERCHANT or at the direction of a government agency.  MERCHANT 
expressly agrees and releases Bank from any and all liability hereunder resulting from 
incorrect information being submitted to any government agency and/or the withholding of 
funds.  MERCHANT is responsible for any fines or penalties which may be assessed to 
MERCHANT and/or Bank.

32. Guarantor. Any guarantor hereby guarantees performance of all obligations 
of MERCHANT and agrees that Bank may require performance of any obligation of 
MERCHANT hereunder directly from guarantor. 

33. Amendments. Bank has the right to amend this Agreement, by notice to MERCHANT. 
Any amendments shall become effective no earlier than ten (10) days from date of notice. 

34. Taxes.  MERCHANT shall pay and be responsible for all sales, use, value added, and 
other taxes and duties, of whatever nature levied or imposed as a result of this Agreement 
or in connection with any services hereunder.

35. Arbitration. Without resort to any form of class, collective or representative 
action, or joinder or consolidation of claims, any dispute, controversy, or claim 
arising out of or relating to this Agreement, including any breach hereof, shall be 
resolved by arbitration in the City of Fort Worth, Tarrant County, Texas, pursuant to 
the Federal Arbitration Act and administered by the American Arbitration Association 
under its Commercial Arbitration Rules, and judgment on the award rendered by the 
arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction.

36. Force Majeure. Bank is released from liability hereunder for failure to perform any 
of the obligations herein where such failure to perform occurs by reason of any acts of 
any other party or third party or any acts of God, fire, flood, storm, earthquake, tidal wave, 
computer or communications failure, software failure, program failure, network problem, 
sabotage, war, military operation, national emergency, mechanical or electrical breakdown, 
civil commotion, or the order, requisition, request, or recommendation of any governmental 
agency or acting governmental authority, or Bank’s compliance therewith or government 
proration, regulation, or priority, or any other cause beyond Bank’s reasonable control 
whether similar or dissimilar to such causes. 

37. Indemnification.  MERCHANT hereby releases, indemnifies and holds Bank harm-
less for any losses, claims, costs or damages to MERCHANT or any third party as a result 
of Bank’s acts or omissions under this Agreement, including, as a consequence of Bank’s 
own negligence. The indemnification provisions herein shall survive the termination of this 
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Agreement. 
38. Limitation of Damages. Bank shall not be liable for special, consequential, exem-

plary, or punitive damages. In no event shall Bank’s cumulative liability to MERCHANT 
hereunder, including as a result of Bank’s or any processor’s own negligence, breach or 
error, exceed one hundred fifty dollars ($150.00). MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees 
that Bank shall not be liable for losses, claims, or damages that arise as a result of acts 
or omissions, including, but not limited to, those constituting fraud, misrepresentation, 
misconduct, or negligence committed by MERCHANT or its Affiliates in connection with or 
relating to the execution, delivery or performance of the Merchant Application & Agreement/
Merchant Processing Terms & Conditions, whether such acts or omissions were known or 
unknown by Bank.

39. Waiver. The parties and any guarantor expressly waive the right and agree not, to 
bring or participate in, any class action or joinder or consolidation of claims with respect 
to any dispute under or relating to this Agreement, including in any arbitration. ALL 
PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT HEREBY WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY ACTION, 
PROCEEDING, SUIT, CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR THIRD PARTY CLAIM BROUGHT BY 
THE PARTIES HERETO ON ANY MATTER ARISING OUT OF OR OTHERWISE RELATED 
TO OR CONNECTED WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

40. Disclaimer. Bank disclaims all warranties, express or implied, written or oral, includ-
ing but not limited to warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. 
MERCHANT acknowledges that the service may not be uninterrupted or error free.

41. Governing Law; Jurisdiction.  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed 
in accordance with the internal laws of the State of Texas applicable to agreements made 
and to be performed entirely within such state without regard to the conflicts of law princi-
ples of such state. The parties hereby agree that venue of any action under this agreement 
shall be exclusively in the state courts of Tarrant County, Texas.

42. Severability. In the event that any provision of this Agreement or the application 
thereof, becomes or is declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid 
or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement will continue in full force and effect and 
the illegal, invalid or unenforceable provision is modified to give effect to the original intent 
consistent with being valid and enforceable under applicable law.

43.  Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, including fac-
simile counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, and all of which together 
shall constitute one and the same agreement.

44.  Notices.  If to Bank, all written notices under this Agreement shall be delivered to:
First American Payment Systems
100 Throckmorton Street, Suite 1800
Fort Worth, TX  76102

If to MERCHANT, the proper notice shall be the address stated on the records of Bank. 
Notice to MERCHANT may be by letter, facsimile and/or the Monthly Merchant Statement.

If such transmitted notice is by MERCHANT to Bank, the original of any communication 
shall also be mailed to Bank on the date of the transmission and it shall not be deemed 
served until the mailed copy is received and confirmed by Bank.

45. Survival. Any and all provisions of this Agreement that impose or could be construed 
to impose a continuing obligation, duty, or requirement upon MERCHANT including, but not 
limited to indemnification, PCI DSS Compliance, and chargeback liability, shall survive the 
expiration or termination, for any reason, of this Agreement.

46. Visa Member Bank Disclosure. The responsibilities listed below do not supersede 
terms of the Merchant Application & Agreement or the Merchant Terms & Conditions and 
are provided to ensure MERCHANT understands some important obligations of each party 
and that the Visa Member (Acquirer) is the ultimate authority should MERCHANT have 
any problems.

(a) Member Bank (Acquirer) Information:
 Acquirer Name:  Fifth Third Bank     
 Acquirer Address:  38 Fountain Square Plaza
    Cincinnati, OH 45263
    Attn: Relationship Manager
 Contact/Customer Service Phone: 817-317-2996
 Acquirer Phone:  800-972-3030

(b) Important Member Bank (Acquirer) Responsibilities: 
(i.) A Visa Member is the only entity approved to extend acceptance of Visa 
products directly to a MERCHANT; 
(ii.) A Visa Member must be a principal (signer) to the Merchant 
Agreement; 
(iii.) The Visa Member is responsible for educating MERCHANTS on perti-
nent Visa Operating Regulations with which MERCHANTS must comply; 
(iv.) The Visa Member is responsible for settlement of funds to the 
MERCHANT; 
(v.) The Visa Member is responsible for all funds held in reserve that are 
derived from settlement.

(c) Important MERCHANT Responsibilities: 
(i.) Ensure compliance with cardholder data security and storage require-
ments; 
(ii.) Maintain fraud and chargeback below thresholds; 
(iii.) Review and understand the terms of the Merchant Agreement; 
(iv.) Comply with Visa Operating Regulations.

47. Entire Agreement Changes. This contains, and any applicable supplements con-
tain, the entire agreement between the parties and may not be altered, amended, modified, 
terminated or otherwise changed except in writing and signed by Bank.

48. If any term, provision, covenant or condition of this Agreement is determined 
by any local, state or federal court or law enforcement agency to be invalid, illegal, 
void or unenforceable in any jurisdiction, then such provision, covenant or condition 
shall, as to such jurisdiction, be modified or restricted to the extent necessary to 
make such provision valid, binding and enforceable, or, if such provision cannot be 
modified or restricted, then such provision shall as to such jurisdiction, be deemed 
to be excised from this Agreement and any such invalidity, illegality or unenforceabil-
ity with respect to such provision shall not invalidate or render unenforceable such 
provision in any other jurisdiction, and the remainder of the provisions hereof shall 
remain in full force and effect and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated.

Merchant Credit Card Processing Terms & Conditions, continued
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The following Debit/EBT Processing Terms & Conditions apply only if MERCHANT has agreed to process Debit/EBT transactions.

Debit Card Processing Terms & Conditions

THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between First American Payment Systems, L.P. 
and “MERCHANT,” whose name and address are stated on the Merchant Application & 
Agreement and shall be effective upon acceptance by First American.

WHEREAS: First American is engaged in the business of financial processing which 
includes, but is not limited to, the processing of and providing for the payment of charges 
created by the holders of debit network cards hereinafter referred to as “debit cards”; and

WHEREAS: Debit networks are sponsored by J.P. Morgan Chase, N.A. and Fifth Third 
Bank, an Ohio banking corporation, Member FDIC, or as amended from time to time; and 

WHEREAS: First American provides Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) process-
ing capabilities which includes acceptance of EBT cards from cardholders that receive 
food stamp benefits and/or cash benefits from the individual states and/or United States 
Government; and 

WHEREAS: MERCHANT hereby warrants that it is engaged in a lawful business and is 
duly licensed under the laws of the state, county, and city as disclosed by MERCHANT on 
the Merchant Application and Agreement, to conduct such business; and

WHEREAS: MERCHANT currently accepts or desires to accept debit cards and/or EBT 
cards for the purchase of goods and services it provides or anticipates providing; and

WHEREAS: MERCHANT warrants that neither it nor any of its officers, directors, 
partners, managers or owners has been terminated for any reason by any bank or any 
processor in connection with any agreement regarding depositing or processing of any 
transactions.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the representations, covenants, and promises 
made herein, the receipt and sufficiency of which are acknowledged, First American and 
MERCHANT agree as follows:

1. Agreement. Reference to this “Agreement” includes all schedules, appendices, 
Merchant Application & Agreement, additional location documentation, any terms and con-
ditions, and any other documents requested by First American. MERCHANT acknowledges 
that First American will provide transaction processing hereunder through First American 
or other third parties. MERCHANT agrees that First American  may enforce the terms of 
this Agreement against MERCHANT and any third party, whether or not First American is a 
party to such proceeding or transaction.  

2. Additional Locations. MERCHANT must complete an Additional Location Form 
for each additional Merchant location. MERCHANT expressly agrees and acknowledges 
that each Merchant location shall be governed by these Merchant Processing Terms & 
Conditions and the Merchant Application & Agreement, including and without limitations the 
rates and fees described therein, as may be amended from time to time.

3.  Acceptance of Debit Cards or EBT Cards.  MERCHANT agrees to honor without 
discrimination all lawful and valid debit cards or EBT cards when properly presented as pay-
ment by customers in connection with bona fide, legitimate business transactions arising 
out of MERCHANT’s usual trade or business as disclosed in the Merchant Application & 
Agreement. MERCHANT agrees not to submit any  transactions that will violate applicable 
laws, rules and regulations.  MERCHANT shall not honor expired, counterfeit, or revoked 
cards, nor honor cards presented by persons other than the proper cardholder as autho-
rized by the entry of a Personal Identification Number (PIN). 

4.  Point-of-Sale Devices.  MERCHANT agrees to utilize a Point of Sale (“POS”) 
electronic terminal and PIN entry device in connection with all debit card transactions pro-
cessed pursuant to this Agreement. MERCHANT agrees to keep all POS equipment used 
to process debit card or EBT card transactions in good working order.  Merchant agrees to 
use only POS equipment and PIN entry device equipment that meets network and/or asso-
ciation compliance guidelines, including, but not limited to, Triple-DES DUKPT (Derived 
Unique Key Per Transaction) compliance requirements. MERCHANT understands that 
First American cannot and does not warranty the connectivity, performance of equipment, 
or quality of services as a result  of any Voice over Internet Protocol (“VoIP”) or similar type 
service.  MERCHANT agrees that First American is not responsible for, and MERCHANT 
accepts full responsibility for issues that may arise when utilizing VoIP or similar service, 
including but not limited to; failure to obtain authorizations, batching, settlement, equipment, 
equipment/Software installation, communications, downloads and internet connectivity.  
Further, MERCHANT acknowledges it will not make any claim against First American for 
any losses or damages, including, but not limited to, loss of income, loss of revenue, eco-
nomical loss, consequential, direct, indirect, special, exemplary, or punitive relating to the 
use or connectivity of any VoIP or similar services. 

5.  Transaction Records.  MERCHANT agrees to balance and deliver to First American 
all debit/EBT transactions on the same day they are processed.

6.  Payments.  MERCHANT understands that an authorization is not a guarantee of 
payment from First American.  All payments to MERCHANT for legitimate and authorized 
debit/EBT transactions shall be made by First American through the funds transfer system 
known as the Automated Clearing House (ACH) pursuant to governing rules adopted by 
the National Automated Clearing House Association, and shall be electronically transmitted 
to an account of the MERCHANT. MERCHANT understands that payments are transmitted 
daily, except on weekends and bank holidays. However, First American cannot guarantee 
the timeliness with which any payment may be sent to or credited by MERCHANT’s bank. 
MERCHANT understands that due to the nature of the ACH and the electronic networks 
involved and the fact that not all banks belong to an ACH, errors can occur and pay-

ment to the MERCHANT can be delayed. In such cases, MERCHANT agrees to assist 
First American to help resolve any problems in crediting/debiting MERCHANT’s account. 
MERCHANT agrees to provide First American three (3) days prior written notice of any 
change of account and to abide by First American’s policies regarding changes to accounts. 
MERCHANT and not First American or any processor shall be responsible for verifying that 
account information is correct on the Merchant Application & Agreement, voided check 
and all account statements. First American is not responsible for incorrect account num-
bers. Unless MERCHANT provides proper notice to First American, MERCHANT shall not 
change any of its accounts.

All payments to MERCHANT for the amount of debit or EBT card transactions properly 
submitted to First American may be less amounts owed by MERCHANT. Any payment 
made by First American to MERCHANT shall not be final but shall be provisional credit 
under the Uniform Commercial Code and is subject to subsequent review and verification 
by First American. MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that First American shall have 
no obligation to make any payment to MERCHANT with respect to transactions described 
in Sections 12, 13, 14 and 28 of this Agreement unless and until MERCHANT provides 
to First American the requested documentation. If MERCHANT fails to provide requested 
documentation, such payments shall be earned compensation of First American. Fees 
and other charges due First American hereunder shall be deducted from amounts due 
MERCHANT or may be debited against any of MERCHANT’s accounts at First American’s 
sole discretion. The network fees and other fees shall be collected by First American on a 
daily, monthly, or other basis, as determined by First American. All reserve amounts may 
be deducted from amounts otherwise due MERCHANT, debited against MERCHANT’s 
account, or paid directly by MERCHANT through ACH or otherwise at First American’s sole 
discretion.  MERCHANT must notify First American in writing of any errors on any state-
ment within ninety (90) days after mailing the first statement on which the error or problem 
appeared or failed to appear. MERCHANT agrees to examine all statements upon receipt 
and to verify all credits and debits to any account against all transactions, bank statements 
and other information indicating activity of First American and MERCHANT subject to or 
relating to this Agreement or First American’s obligations hereunder. Save and except 
First American’s right to funds owed First American under this Agreement or incorrectly 
paid to MERCHANT, if no notice of error is received within the ninety (90) day period, the 
account shall be deemed correct and MERCHANT shall have no recourse for errors. Any 
amount inadvertently or incorrectly paid to MERCHANT may be debited from any account of 
MERCHANT, at the sole discretion of First American and, in any event, remains an obliga-
tion of MERCHANT to First American payable in full and on demand.

7.  Sales Receipt Storage and Retrieval. To assist in the resolution of any dispute, 
MERCHANT agrees to retain for one (1) year and make available within three (3) days of 
a request all pertinent records pertaining to each transaction in question, including, but not 
limited to, itemized bills, batch total reports, and other related documents. MERCHANT 
shall preserve the confidentiality of all information in an area limited to selected personnel 
and exercise best efforts to maintain these materials in a secure manner.  MERCHANT’s 
obligations under this paragraph shall survive following the close of MERCHANT’s busi-
ness or the termination of this Agreement.  MERCHANT understands that its failure to 
respond timely to a retrieval request may result in a chargeback.  All chargebacks and 
fees shall be the responsibility of MERCHANT and paid by and charged to MERCHANT.  
In connection with retrieval requests or other administrative requirements associated with 
any MERCHANT agreement or account, First American and/or its designated processor 
may charge retrieval fees and administrative charges, which shall be the responsibility of 
MERCHANT. First American and/or its designated processor shall determine in their sole 
discretion the amount of any retrieval fee and administrative charge and when such fee 
and charge shall be assessed. MERCHANT shall not be entitled to notice of any such fee 
or administrative charge or with respect to any change in the amount of any fee or admin-
istrative charge.

8.  Warranties by Merchant.  MERCHANT warrants that it shall fully comply with all 
federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations, including, but not limited to, the 
Federal Truth-in-Lending Act and Regulation Z of the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System, Debit Network Operating Rules and Regulations and the USDA’s Food 
and Consumer Service (FCS) Regulations, all as may be amended from time to time.

As to any transaction presented to First American for payment, MERCHANT warrants 
that:

(a) The transaction is valid in form and has been completed in accordance with current 
instructions, if any, furnished by First American;
(b) MERCHANT has delivered MERCHANT’s merchandise to the cardholder entering 
the PIN code or completed MERCHANT’s service described on the sales receipt in 
accordance with MERCHANT’s underlying agreement with the cardholder;
(c) MERCHANT has delivered to the cardholder a true and complete copy of the sales 
receipt  evidencing the transaction involving use of the card;
(d) Each sales receipt represents the cardholder’s payment to MERCHANT for the 
amount shown;
(e) The cardholder has no defense, right of offset, or counterclaim against MERCHANT 
in connection with the purchase of the goods or services;
(f) Neither MERCHANT nor any owner, director, officer, member, partner or employee 
of MERCHANT (“Affiliates”) has advanced any cash to cardholder or any person in 
connection with the purported debit/EBT transaction which is not authorized by the 
card issuer; 
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(g) In any debit/EBT transaction, MERCHANT warrants the customer’s true identity as 
an authorized user of the debit card or EBT card;
(h) MERCHANT warrants that debit card or EBT card will not be used for verification 
of age;
(i) MERCHANT warrants that it shall not, without the cardholder’s consent, sell, pur-
chase, provide, or exchange debit card or EBT card account number information, per-
sonal information or any other transaction information, in any form obtained by reason 
of a debit/ EBT transaction or otherwise to any third party other than to MERCHANT’s 
agents for the purpose of assisting the MERCHANT in its business, or to First American  
for the sole purpose of:  (i) assisting MERCHANT in completing the transaction or (ii) 
as specifically required by law;
(j) MERCHANT warrants that it will not conduct any transactions that are not in 
compliance with both this Agreement and any applicable codes or rules and hereby 
indemnifies and holds First American harmless against any loss or damage First 
American may suffer as a result of a breach of this or any other warranty or agreement 
by MERCHANT;  
(k) MERCHANT may display the proprietary names and symbols associated with debit 
cards or EBT cards only while this Agreement is in effect, or until MERCHANT is noti-
fied by First American or the debit/EBT networks to cease such usage. First American 
and the debit/EBT networks shall have the right at any time to require MERCHANT to 
cease such usage for any reason, whether or not this Agreement remains in effect. 
MERCHANT may use the proprietary names and symbols associated with First 
American or with debit/EBT networks only to indicate that debit cards or EBT cards 
are accepted for payment and shall not indicate, directly or indirectly, debit/EBT card 
networks endorse MERCHANT’s products or services; and
(l) MERCHANT warrants it has not participated in assisting cardholder in entering 
PIN into the PIN entry device. MERCHANT also warrants that no photographic, video 
surveillance, or any other recording device is being used which would compromise any 
cardholder PIN or confidential information.
(m) MERCHANT may not reverse engineer any software of First American found or 
used in connection with the operation of the POS equipment.    
(n) MERCHANT will not sell, purchase, provide, exchange or in any manner disclose 
Card account number, Transaction, or personal information of or about a Cardholder 
to anyone other than its Acquirer, to the Corporation, or in response to a valid govern-
ment demand. This warranty applies to Card imprints, TIDs, carbon copies, mailing 
lists, tapes, database files, and all other media created or obtained as a result of a 
Transaction.

9. Business Changes. MERCHANT shall provide at least thirty (30) days written notice 
to First American for any of the following anticipated changes: MERCHANT’s business 
type, including any change in goods or services sold, name, entity type, address,  change 
of Visa/MasterCard Sales Profile as described in the Merchant Application & Agreement, 
any ownership change, or transfer or sell of substantially all of the assets of MERCHANT. 
At all times MERCHANT shall provide First American with its current mailing address. 
First American shall have the right to charge a fee of no less than twenty dollars ($20.00) 
for returned mail items. If First American receives a returned mail item with no forwarding 
address, First American may exercise its right to suspend mailing Merchant Statements 
until such time as the correct address has been provided by MERCHANT. MERCHANT 
shall not change its usual trade or business, move its trade or business to a new location, 
utilize the merchant account to process e-commerce transactions or commence operat-
ing an unrelated trade or business on the same premises where MERCHANT operates 
this stated trade or business without obtaining First American’s prior written consent 
to the change, move, or addition. MERCHANT also agrees that prior to any changes, 
First American must first accept the change and confirm such acceptance in writing. 
MERCHANT acknowledges that the codes of professional responsibility and the rules 
and regulations of professional associations may apply to the transactions covered by this 
Agreement. MERCHANT may, however, bring any inconsistency between this Agreement 
and such codes and rules to the attention of First American and request a modification 
to this Agreement to eliminate such inconsistency. First American may, in its discretion, 
agree to such modification to the extent it is consistent with First American policy and in 
conformity with then existing Debit/EBT Network Operating Rules and Regulations and 
other applicable laws and regulations. Until First American agrees to such modification in 
writing, the terms of this Agreement shall remain in place.

MERCHANT shall be responsible for any administrative charges of First American 
associated with any change.

10.  Returns.  MERCHANT acknowledges no debit returns are permitted.  With respect 
to EBT, MERCHANT shall properly complete an EBT refund and deliver  a completed  
receipt to the cardholder at the time of each return of merchandise or cancellation of sale. 
First American shall charge the MERCHANT an EBT Transaction Fee as well as other fees 
applicable to all transactions.

MERCHANT shall not, under any circumstances issue: (i) a credit to an EBT cardholder 
without having completed a previous purchase transaction with the same EBT cardholder; 
or (ii) a credit to an EBT cardholder for any prior sale or service made or provided at a 
location other than the location where the credit is issued.

With proper disclosure at the time of the transaction where purchased goods or services 
are delivered to cardholder, MERCHANT may:

(a) Refuse to accept merchandise in return or exchange and refuse to issue a refund 
to a cardholder; or
(b) Accept returned merchandise in exchange for the MERCHANT’s promise to deliver 
goods or services of equal value available from MERCHANT at no additional cost to 
cardholder.

Proper disclosure shall be deemed to have been given if, at the time of the transaction 
and prior to obtaining the customer’s PIN, the following notice appears on all copies of the 
sales slip in legible letters at least 1/4 inch high and close proximity to the space provided 
for the cardholder’s signature stating “NO REFUND” or “EXCHANGE ONLY” or “IN STORE 
CREDIT ONLY,” as applicable, or equivalent language.

 11.  Chargeback.  MERCHANT expressly acknowledges and agrees to any charge 
or debit made by First American against any of MERCHANT’s accounts as a result of the 
exercise of chargeback or retrieval rights by a cardholder, issuing bank, processor, or other 
intermediary pursuant to applicable operating regulations of the debit/EBT networks or 
other card associations as the same may be in effect from time to time. MERCHANT also 
understands and acknowledges that First American may debit or reduce MERCHANT’s 
bank account whether or not cardholder has returned merchandise.  Without prior notice, 
First American shall have the right, at any time, to reduce MERCHANT’s debit/EBT sales 
proceeds received from issuing banks, debit any of MERCHANT’s accounts and/or 
demand immediate payment from MERCHANT through ACH or otherwise for any debit/
EBT card transaction which is disputed, questioned or returned to First American by the 
financial institution or company which has issued the  debit/EBT card (the “Card Issuer”) 
and to chargeback such sale to MERCHANT in any of, but not limited to, the following 
situations:

(a) Where goods originally purchased have been returned to MERCHANT by card-
holder and cardholder requested a credit and MERCHANT did not process such credit 
slip;
(b) Where sales slip covers goods or services other than those described in the 
Merchant Application & Agreement;
(c) Where a cardholder contends or disputes to the Card Issuer that: (i) goods or ser-
vices were not received by cardholder or by authorized user; or (ii) goods or services 
received by cardholder or by authorized user do not conform to what was described on 
the sales slip; or (iii) goods or services were defective or of unsatisfactory quality;
(d) Where original sales receipt or batch total report is not received by First American 
from MERCHANT when requested by First American in accordance with paragraph 7 
of this Agreement;
(e) MERCHANT has failed to obtain proper authorization to complete the transaction 
or the cardholder has represented in writing to First American or the Card Issuer that 
the cardholder did not make or authorize the transaction;
(f) Where a Card Issuer or First American has information that impropriety or fraud 
occurred at the time of transaction, whether or not such transaction was properly 
authorized by the Card Issuer or the cardholder participated in or authorized the trans-
action, or the Card Issuer represents that there is no debit card or EBT card outstand-
ing with the account number used;
(g) First American reasonably determines that the transaction is improper, fraudulent, 
not a bona fide transaction in MERCHANT’s ordinary course of business or is subject 
to any claim of illegality, cancellation, rescission, avoidance, or offset for any reason 
whatsoever, including without limitation, negligence, fraud, impropriety, or dishonesty 
on the part of card user, cardholder or MERCHANT;
(h) In any situation where the transaction was executed or credit given to MERCHANT 
in circumstances constituting a breach of any representation or warranty of MERCHANT 
hereunder, or MERCHANT’s violation of debit/EBT network rules and regulations which 
has resulted in a sale being charged back by the Card Issuer;
(i) As required by bank card association/network acquirer rules or regulations as they 
currently exist or as they may be amended from time to time;
(j) In such other circumstances where First American determines or suspects in its sole 
discretion that the transaction may result in a chargeback for any reason, whether or 
not enumerated under this paragraph and whether or not the transaction results in a 
chargeback; or
(k) If with respect to any of MERCHANT’s outlets, the ratio of bank card or debit/EBT 
card counterfeit and fraud volume to bank card or debit/EBT card sales volume or the 
ratio of the number of bank card or debit/EBT chargebacks to the number of bank card 
or debit/EBT sales exceeds one percent (1%) or credits processed exceed ten percent 
(10%) for any given month. In such event, without limiting other rights hereunder, First 
American in its sole and absolute discretion may charge back all debit/EBT or bank 
card sales for all locations.

MERCHANT understands that First American will assess MERCHANT a fee as well as 
administrative costs as determined by First American for each chargeback.

MERCHANT, whether consented to or not by cardholder, shall not present to First 
American for processing any transaction, which has been previously charged back to First 
American and returned to MERCHANT. MERCHANT’s obligations and First American’s 
rights under this paragraph shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

12.  Improper Transactions; Forward Commitments.  First American may hold 
funds, suspend processing, terminate this Agreement with or without notice, or require 
MERCHANT to process a refund upon any determination by First American, in its sole 
discretion, of improper, fraudulent, suspicious or questionable transactions, including, but 
not limited to, any transactions for items or services with a future delivery date or forward 
commitment, transactions that fail to meet the requirements of this Agreement or which 
vary from the information represented or disclosed in the Merchant Profile Section of the 
Merchant Application & Agreement.  MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that First 
American shall have no obligation to make any payment to MERCHANT with respect 
to such transaction(s) unless and until MERCHANT provides to First American the 
documentation sufficient for First American to determine that the transaction(s) is verified, 
legitimate, and First American’s risk has been mitigated.  MERCHANT acknowledges 
no Debit Transaction Fees or Debit Network Fees will be refunded as a result of First 
American withholding payment  to MERCHANT with respect to improper, fraudulent, suspi-

Debit/EBT Processing Terms & Conditions, continued
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cious or questionable transactions including, but not limited to, when a MERCHANT pro-
cesses a refund, or during any period of suspension.  MERCHANT may be placed on the 
Combined Terminated Merchant File/MATCH upon violation of any terms of this Agreement. 
MERCHANT hereby releases, indemnifies, and holds First American harmless for any loss 
or damage it may incur as a result of First American’s actions hereunder or as a conse-
quence of MERCHANT being placed by First American or its agents on the Combined 
Terminated Merchant File/MATCH or other applicable list where such events are reported. 

13. Recurring Transactions. Recurring transactions are not allowed.  
14. Fraudulent Sales/Factoring. MERCHANT shall not present to First American 

directly or indirectly, any transaction(s) (i) that MERCHANT knows or should have known to 
be fraudulent, improper, illegal, or not authorized by the cardholder, (ii) that results from a 
transaction outside MERCHANT’s normal course of business as described in the Merchant 
Application & Agreement, as approved by First American (iii) that results from processing 
debit/EBT, credit, directly or indirectly, of any transaction not originated as a result of an 
act directly between cardholder and MERCHANT, or (iv) that contains the account number 
of a debit/EBT bank card account issued to MERCHANT. Should MERCHANT do so, 
First American may hold funds, suspend processing or terminate this Agreement with or 
without notice following the determination, at First American’s sole discretion, of improper, 
fraudulent, suspect, or other questionable transactions, including, but not limited to, trans-
actions varying materially in character from the information represented or disclosed in 
the Merchant Profile Section of the Merchant Application & Agreement, as approved by 
First American.  MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that First American shall have no 
obligation to make any payment to MERCHANT with respect to such transaction(s) unless 
and until MERCHANT provides to First American the documentation sufficient for First 
American to determine that the transaction(s) is verified, legitimate, and First American’s 
risk has been mitigated. MERCHANT acknowledges no discount or transaction fees will be 
refunded as a result of First American withholding payment to MERCHANT, including but 
not limited to reversals, returns and/or credits. 

15.  PCI DSS Compliance and Cardholder Information Security. MERCHANT 
agrees to abide by all Debit/EBT Network Operating Rules and Regulations regarding 
the safeguarding of cardholder information. MERCHANT agrees not to store the Card 
Verification Value (CVV) or Card Verification Code (CVC) (the three (3) digit code found 
on the back of the bank cards) and or cardholder PIN and to implement the joint Payment 
Card Industry (PCI) standards in whole and in part as they relate to the Visa Cardholder 
Information Security Program (CISP), the MasterCard Site Data Protection (SDP) program, 
the Debit/EBT Operating Rules and Regulations, and any successor programs as the 
standard for protecting cardholder information. MERCHANT agrees to comply with the 
PCI, CISP SDP, Debit/EBT Operating Rules and Regulations programs. MERCHANT is 
responsible for demonstrating compliance, by its agents, with the requirements of CISP. 
All Service Providers MERCHANT uses must be recognized by Visa as CISP compliant 
service providers and payment applications MERCHANT uses must be recognized by VISA 
as compliant with the Payment Application Data Security Standards (“PA-DSS”). “Service 
Provider” means any party that processes, stores or transmits Customer Information on 
MERCHANT’s behalf. MERCHANT agrees to immediately contact First American if any 
cardholder information has been compromised in any manner.  MERCHANT acknowledges 
and agrees that if any cardholder information is compromised, whether due in part to a third 
party software provider, VAR, vendor, or employee, MERCHANT will be liable for all fines, 
fees or damages which may be assessed to First American by the debit/EBT networks.  
Technical standards and information on meeting PCI, CISP and SDP can be located on the 
web at www.usa.visa.com and www.mastercard.com.  MERCHANT bears all responsibility 
for ensuring that it is up to date on all new requirements using these tools and will be liable 
for all fines and fees assessed by First American for non-compliance of the PCI, CISP, 
SDP and Debit/EBT Operating Rules and Regulations. MERCHANT’s obligations and First 
American’s rights under this section shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

First American may make available a PCI DSS compliance program through a third-
party. First American shall have the right to charge an annual PCI fee of no less than one-
hundred twenty-four dollars and seventy-five cents ($124.75) billed via ACH (Automated 
Clearing House) whether or not MERCHANT participates in the program. Further, First 
American may charge a non-compliance fee on a frequency to be determined by First 
American for merchants who fail to provide certification of PCI compliance, and maintain 
an annual certificate of compliance.

MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that MERCHANT’S use of the third-party 
services does not guarantee MERCHANT’s compliance with any of the rules or security 
standards established by Visa/MasterCard/Discover and any other applicable card com-
panies. MERCHANT further acknowledges and agrees that MERCHANT’s use of the 
third-party services does not guarantee the security of MERCHANT’s IP addresses or that 
MERCHANT’s systems are secure from unauthorized access. MERCHANT is responsible 
for establishing and maintaining security policies and procedures, and for compliance with 
the rules and security standards of Visa/MasterCard/Discover and any other applicable 
card companies, including any obligation to notify Visa/MasterCard/Discover and any other 
applicable card companies and First American of any suspected breach of MERCHANT’s 
systems.

MERCHANT may elect to use a third party as MERCHANT's agent ("Agent") to perform 
some of MERCHANT's obligations under this Agreement. Agents include, but are not lim-
ited to, MERCHANT’s software providers and/or equipment providers. MERCHANT shall 
bear all risk and responsibility for conducting MERCHANT’s own due diligence regarding 
the fitness of an Agent for a particular purpose and for determining the extent of an Agent’s 
compliance with the First American Rules, the Operating Regulations, and the Laws. First 
American may approve or deny the use of an Agent in First American’s sole discretion and 
at any time. MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees that MERCHANT shall cause its Agent 
to complete any steps or certifications required by any Association (e.g., registrations, 

PA-DSS, PCI, audits, etc.)  If an Agent is designated a service provider under any appli-
cable Operating Regulation, MERCHANT shall cause such Agent to cooperate with First 
American in completing any due diligence and/or steps required for registration and/or cer-
tification. MERCHANT is solely responsible for any and all applicable fees, costs, expenses 
and liabilities associated with such steps, registrations, and certifications. MERCHANT 
expressly agrees that First American shall in no event be liable to MERCHANT or any third 
party for any actions or inactions of any Agent used by MERCHANT (even if such Agent is 
introduced, recommended, or resold by First American), and MERCHANT hereby expressly 
assumes all such liability.

MERCHANT expressly authorizes First American to access information regarding 
MERCHANT’s PCI compliance status.  Upon First American's request, MERCHANT or 
MERCHANT’s PCI vendor must provide information, including but not limited to, PCI com-
pliance/validation certification, SAQ (Self-Assessment Questionnaire), and Network scan 
results, and or any other information First American requests with regard to MERCHANT’s 
PCI compliance within ten (10) business days of request. 

First American at its discretion may discontinue, modify or amend the PCI DSS compli-
ance program at any time.  Upon termination of this Merchant Application and Agreement, 
MERCHANT’s right to participate in the above referenced PCI DSS compliance program 
shall cease notwithstanding the prior payment of any PCI fee paid by MERCHANT.

MERCHANT expressly acknowledges and agrees that First American shall be a third 
party beneficiary of any agreement entered into between MERCHANT and First American’s 
third party service provider and MERCHANT relating to the above-referenced PCI compli-
ance program and First American shall have the rights, remedies and protections afforded 
therein to such third party service provider.

16. Terminated Merchant File/MATCH. MERCHANT may be placed on the Combined 
Terminated Merchant File/MATCH upon violation of any terms of this Agreement or any 
debit/EBT network or bank card association rules or regulations. MERCHANT hereby 
releases, indemnifies, and holds First American harmless for any loss or damage it may 
incur as a result of First American’s actions hereunder or as a consequence of MERCHANT 
being placed by First American or its agents on the Combined Terminated Merchant File/
MATCH or other applicable list where such events are reported. 

17. Limitation of Damages. First American shall not be liable for special, consequential, 
exemplary, or punitive damages. In no event shall First American’s cumulative liability to 
MERCHANT hereunder, including as a result of First American’s or any processor’s own 
negligence, breach or error, exceed the amount of processing fees paid by MERCHANT to 
First American for the transaction in question.

18.  Arbitration. Without resort to any form of class, collective or representative 
action, or joinder or consolidation of claims, any dispute, controversy, or claim 
arising out of or relating to this Agreement, including any breach hereof, shall be 
resolved by arbitration in the City of Fort Worth, Tarrant County, Texas, pursuant to 
the Federal Arbitration Act and administered by the American Arbitration Association 
under its Commercial Arbitration Rules, and judgment on the award rendered by the 
arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction.

19.  Force Majeure.  First American is released from liability hereunder for failure to 
perform any of the obligations herein where such failure to perform occurs by reason of 
any acts of any other party or third party or any acts of God, fire, flood, storm, earthquake, 
tidal wave, computer or communications failure, software failure, program failure, network 
problem, sabotage, war, military operation, national emergency, mechanical or electrical 
breakdown, civil commotion, or the order, requisition, request, or recommendation of any 
governmental agency or acting governmental authority, or First American’s compliance 
therewith or government proration, regulation, or priority, or any other cause beyond First 
American’s reasonable control whether similar or dissimilar to such causes. 

20. Governing Law; Jurisdiction.  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed 
in accordance with the internal laws of the State of Texas applicable to agreements made 
and to be performed entirely within such state without regard to the conflicts of law princi-
ples of such state. The parties hereby agree that venue of any action under this agreement 
shall be exclusively in the state courts of Tarrant County, Texas.

 21.  Rules and Regulations. This Agreement shall be subject to the operating rules and 
regulations of the debit/EBT networks as amended from time to time. 

22. Assignment. This Agreement and the rights and obligations underlying this 
Agreement may be assigned by First American. This Agreement may not be assigned by 
MERCHANT.

23.  Term; Termination.  The initial term of this Agreement shall commence upon 
First American’s acceptance hereof (as evidenced by First American’s performance 
hereunder) and continue in full force and effect for a term of three (3) years from 
acceptance by First American. If Debit/EBT Processing services are added as an 
additional service to an existing First American Credit Card Processing Agreement 
in good standing; your Debit/EBT approval date will reflect the approval date of the 
existing Credit Card Processing Agreement. Thereafter, the Agreement will auto-
matically renew for additional one-year periods unless MERCHANT gives (and First 
American receives) written notice of non-renewal, no less than thirty (30), but no 
more than ninety (90), days prior to the end of the applicable term. Notwithstanding 
any other provision hereof, the Agreement may be terminated by First American, with or 
without cause or reason, and with or without notice. Termination by First American for any 
service results in termination of all services. In the event MERCHANT submits bank card 
transactions to First American after the date of termination, the bank card transactions 
may (at First American's option) be processed subject to the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement. If this Agreement is terminated by MERCHANT without proper notice, First 
American will be entitled to recover, and MERCHANT will pay on demand, any and all 
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losses (including consequential damages, loss of profits, costs, expenses and liabilities) 
incurred by First American in connection with termination. MERCHANT agrees to pay First 
American Early Termination Fees established by First American, but in no event less 
than   one hundred dollars ($100.00) for each MERCHANT location, plus any and all 
losses (including consequential damages and loss of profits, costs, expenses, and 
liabilities) incurred by First American in connection with termination. First American 
may hold payment of any monies due MERCHANT to ensure that all obligations of 
MERCHANT are satisfied. MERCHANT remains liable for any and all unpaid amounts due 
under this obligation or related to this Agreement.

24.  Authorization.  MERCHANT hereby authorizes First American in accordance with 
this Agreement to initiate debit/credit entries to any account of MERCHANT. The authority 
to initiate such debit/credit entries shall remain in full force until First American shall have 
been paid all fees under this Agreement and all chargebacks and other amounts shall have 
been paid.

25.  Attorneys’ Fees and Costs.  MERCHANT shall be liable for and shall indemnify and 
reimburse First American for any and all attorneys’ fees, arbitration cost, and other costs 
and expenses paid or incurred by First American in the enforcement hereof, including but 
not limited to, collecting any amounts or obligations due from MERCHANT.

26.  Rates; Fees; Adjustments. “Debit Transaction Fee” shall mean a fee charged on 
each debit transaction submitted for authorization, regardless of the total stated.  “EBT 
Transaction Fee” shall mean a fee charged on each EBT transaction submitted for authori-
zation, regardless of the total stated.  “Debit Network Fee” shall be charged on each trans-
action submitted for authorization, regardless of the total stated, at a rate set by the debit/
EBT network, and shall be in addition to the Debit Transaction Fee. “Debit Related Fee” 
shall mean a fee charged on each transaction submitted for authorization of no less than 
three cents (.03) per transaction for other debit related costs including, without limitation, 
debit sponsorship, audit, and network registration.

First American shall have the right to adjust charges as necessary to offset any direct or 
indirect increase to First American in the costs of providing services hereunder including, 
but not limited to, costs associated with collection and administration of chargebacks, fees 
charged by  the debit/EBT networks, all other fees charged by other providers in process-
ing, increases in the cost of living index or changes in rules, regulations, or operating 
procedures of the debit/EBT network or other applicable bank card organization or network 
acquirer, charges for changes to merchant accounts or information, or any additional 
requirement imposed by any federal or state governmental agency or regulatory authority, 
or due to any increases in communication costs charged to First American by common car-
riers. Such charges shall, without prior notice, become effective as of the date of charge. 
Upon any request from MERCHANT for copies of file information, account research, or 
other information, First American may charge fees for such services, including per hour fees 
as determined by First American. Without limiting the foregoing, First American shall have 
the absolute and unconditional right to introduce new fees or increase Debit Transaction 
Fees, EBT Transaction Fees or Debit Network Fees, and any other fees for any reason 
when deemed appropriate in First American's sole discretion. First American may charge 
a fee not less than thirty-five dollars ($35.00) for a change of depository bank account or a 
change of name by MERCHANT. First American shall charge a fee not less than fifty dollars 
($50.00) for shipping and handling on equipment exchanges or swaps. 

27. Debit Surcharge. MERCHANT must not impose a surcharge on any debit/EBT 
transaction.  MERCHANT will be liable for all fines, fees or damages that may be assessed 
to First American by the debit/EBT networks or any other association or network as a result 
of any such surcharging by MERCHANT.

28. Variances. If in MERCHANT’s processing, there is a variance from the informa-
tion, amounts or percentages included, represented, or disclosed by MERCHANT in the 
Merchant Profile Section of the Merchant Application & Agreement  as approved by First 
American or if First American determines that such variance may otherwise be detrimental  
to  First American then First American shall have no obligation to pay MERCHANT any 
settlement funds until MERCHANT has provided to First American documentation sufficient 
for First American to determine that the variance is verified, legitimate, and First American’s 
risk has been mitigated.  MERCHANT further acknowledges that First American, at its sole 
discretion, may hold or delay settlement of funds, suspend MERCHANT’s processing, 
terminate this Agreement, or require MERCHANT to run a return/credit on a sale without 
or without notice upon the occurrence of any of the events specified above. MERCHANT 
shall immediately contact First American in writing if variances occur from the informa-
tion, amounts or percentages included, represented, or disclosed by MERCHANT in the 
Merchant Profile Section of the Merchant Application & Agreement as approved by First 
American.  For purposes hereof, First American’s determination shall be binding upon 
MERCHANT. MERCHANT hereby releases, indemnifies and holds First American harmless 
for any losses or damage it may incur as a result of First American’s actions hereunder, or 
as a consequence of the settlement funds being held, delayed or suspended.  MERCHANT 
also agrees to pay all bank fees associated with processing any transaction, regardless 
if funds are held, delayed, suspended or if MERCHANT is required to run a return/credit.

29. Merchant Reserve Account.  First American may require MERCHANT or any 
guarantor to establish a reserve account against current and future indebtedness for any 
reason.  Any reserve will be held by First American for a period of time as is consistent 
with First American’s liability. First American may immediately estimate the amount of the 
potential losses, fees, and costs and require MERCHANT or any guarantor to establish 
a reserve account for the full amount of the estimate. Payment of the reserve estimate 
shall be immediate. Failure to fund the reserve may result in immediate termination of the 
Agreement. MERCHANT also understands and agrees, First American may withhold and 
retain any and all settlement funds in order to establish a Merchant Reserve Account with-
out notice to MERCHANT. MERCHANT understands and agrees that all reserve funds held 
will be placed in a non-interest bearing account.

This Agreement will constitute a security agreement under the Uniform Commercial 
Code. MERCHANT grants to First American a security interest in and lien upon all of the 
following (collectively, the “Secured Assets”): (i) all funds at any time in the designated 
account, (ii) the reserve account, (iii) future sales transactions, (iv) all funds, deposits, 
deposit accounts, moneys, securities, and other property now or hereafter in the possession 
of or on deposit with, or in transit to First American or any other direct or indirect subsidiary 
or affiliate of First American, whether held in a general or special account or deposit, wheth-
er held jointly with someone else, or whether held for safekeeping or otherwise, excluding, 
however, all IRA, Keogh, and trust accounts; and (v) all of MERCHANT's rights relating to 
this Agreement including, without limitation, all rights to receive any payments or credits 
under this Agreement. MERCHANT warrants and represents that no other person or entity 
has a security interest in the Secured Assets. These security interests and liens will secure 
all of MERCHANT's obligations under this Agreement and any other agreements between 
MERCHANT and First American, including but not limited to MERCHANT's obligation to 
pay any amounts due to First American. With respect to such security interests and liens, 
First American will have all rights afforded under the Uniform Commercial Code, any other 
applicable law and in equity and the right to perfect such security interests as required by 
the Uniform Commercial Code. In addition to the security interests in the Secured Assets, 
First American shall have, a contractual right of setoff against the Secured Assets without 
notice to MERCHANT.

30. Governmental Reporting Requirements. MERCHANT acknowledges and agrees 
that all information provided in the Agreement is true and correct.  MERCHANT also 
acknowledges that First American may be required to report certain information regarding 
MERCHANT including but not limited to MERCHANT’s TIN, Entity Name, DBA, processing 
volume, principal’s Social Security Number to governmental agencies such as the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS).  MERCHANT agrees to fulfill any request from First American for 
additional information which may be required or requested by any government agency.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, MERCHANT understands that First American may be 
required to withhold processing funds and forward such funds to the IRS as a result of 
incorrect information provided by MERCHANT or at the direction of a government agency.  
MERCHANT expressly agrees and releases First American from any and all liability hereun-
der resulting from incorrect information being submitted to any government agency and/or 
the withholding of funds.  MERCHANT is responsible for any fines or penalties which may 
be assessed to MERCHANT and/or First American.

31.  Guarantor.  Any guarantor hereby guarantees performance of all obligations of 
MERCHANT and agrees that First American may require performance of any obligation of 
MERCHANT hereunder directly from guarantor.

32. Amendments.  First American has the right to amend this Agreement, by notice to 
MERCHANT. Any amendments shall become effective no earlier than ten (10) days from 
date of notice. 

33. Taxes.  MERCHANT shall pay and be responsible for all sales, use, value added, and 
other taxes and duties, of whatever nature levied or imposed as a result of this Agreement 
or in connection with any services hereunder.

34. Indemnification.  MERCHANT hereby releases, indemnifies and holds First 
American harmless for any losses, claims, costs or damages to MERCHANT or any third 
party as a result of First American’s acts or omissions under this Agreement, including, as 
a consequence of First American’s own negligence. The indemnification provisions herein 
shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

35.  Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, including fac-
simile counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, and all of which together 
shall constitute one and the same agreement.

36.  Waiver. The parties and any guarantor expressly waive the right and agree not, to 
bring or participate in, any class action or joinder or consolidation of claims with respect 
to any dispute under or relating to this Agreement, including in any arbitration. ALL 
PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT HEREBY WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY ACTION, 
PROCEEDING, SUIT, CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR THIRD PARTY CLAIM BROUGHT BY 
THE PARTIES HERETO ON ANY MATTER ARISING OUT OF OR OTHERWISE RELATED 
TO OR CONNECTED WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

37. Severability. In the event that any provision of this Agreement or the application 
thereof, becomes or is declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid 
or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement will continue in full force and effect and 
the illegal, invalid or unenforceable provision is modified to give effect to the original intent 
consistent with being valid and enforceable under applicable law.

38.  Notices.  If to First American, all written notices under this agreement shall be 
delivered to:

 First American Payment Systems
 100 Throckmorton Street, Suite 1800
 Fort Worth, TX  76102

If to MERCHANT, the proper notice shall be the address stated on the records of First 
American. Notice to Merchant may be by facsimile and/or the Monthly Merchant Statement.

If such transmitted notice is by MERCHANT to First American, the original of any com-
munication shall also be mailed to First American on the date of the transmission and it shall 
not be deemed served until the mailed copy is received and confirmed by First American.

39. Survival. Any and all provisions of this Agreement that impose or could be construed 
to impose a continuing obligation, duty, or requirement upon MERCHANT including, but not 
limited to indemnification, PCI DSS Compliance, and chargeback liability, shall survive the 
expiration or termination, for any reason, of this Agreement.

Debit/EBT Processing Terms & Conditions, continued
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Secur-Chex Check Services Terms & Conditions
The following Check Services Terms & Conditions apply only if MERCHANT has agreed to accept Secur-Chex® Check Services.

THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between First American Payment Systems, L.P. 
(“Secur-Chex” or "First American") and “MERCHANT,” whose name and address are 
stated on the Merchant Application & Agreement and shall become effective upon approval 
by Secur-Chex. Secur-Chex® is a DBA of First American Payment Systems, L.P. First 
American may adjust or amend the Maximum Guarantee Amount with or without notice to 
Merchant prior to approving the Agreement.

WHEREAS, Secur-Chex is engaged in the business of providing electronic check con-
version, verification and if elected, guarantee for participating MERCHANTS under the 
programs herein described;

WHEREAS, MERCHANT wishes to participate in this check conversion, verification and/
or guarantee program under the rules and in accordance with this agreement established 
by Secur-Chex; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual obligations and agreements here-
inafter set forth, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which are hereby acknowledged and confessed, the parties agree to the following:

AGREEMENTS
1. Qualifying Check Requirements/Limitations to Guarantee. In order for  MERCHANT 

to receive guaranteed payment from Secur-Chex for any product, MERCHANT must 
ensure that the check and/or the original conversion receipt meets all of the Qualifying 
Check Requirements included in this Agreement:

(a) Check must have received a valid authorization code;
(b) The check must not have been previously negotiated or voided;
(c) The check must be drawn on or payable through a federally insured depository 
financial institution, be machine readable MICR-encoded with the bank routing number, 
account number and check serial number printed on check;
(d) The check must be drawn on the consumer’s personal, non-corporate demand 
deposit account. A corporate check is defined as 1) “checks or sharedrafts that contain 
an Auxiliary On-Us Field in the MICR line”; and 2) “checks or sharedrafts in an amount 
greater than $25,000”, or 3) as defined by NACHA ACH Rules;
(e) MERCHANT shall obtain a written customer authorization (ie. original conversion 
receipt) in a form acceptable to Secur-Chex for each check transaction submitted for 
electronic conversion;
(f) The date of the check and the date of the inquiry must be the same and must be 
the current date;
(g) The check writer's name must be imprinted by the bank on the check;
(h) The address must appear on the check. If there is a Guarantee Conversion – No 
Image relationship then it must appear on the original conversion receipt. P.O. Boxes 
are not acceptable for listed address. If it is not listed on the check it must be legibly 
handwritten on the check and original conversion receipt and match the address on 
the identification required;
(i) All checks must be completely filled out by the check writer and made payable to the 
MERCHANT business name; 
(j) MERCHANT shall not accept any third party items or checks made payable to “cash” 
or “bearer” and MERCHANT shall not accept a traveler’s check, money order, payroll 
check, counter check or sight draft;
(k) The amount in words and figures must coincide and must match that of the inquiry 
amount;
(l) The non-corporate check and the original conversion receipt must be signed by an 
individual whose name is imprinted on the check;
(m) The signature on the check and/or original conversion receipt must correspond to 
the signature contained on the identification presented;
(n) Check writer’s work phone number must appear on the check or the original conver-
sion receipt. If there is no work number, then the home phone number must appear or 
the words “no work phone” and “no home phone.” The phone number may be legibly 
written if it is not imprinted;
(o) MERCHANT must make an inquiry on the consumer’s valid identification and 
receive an approval code obtained from Secur-Chex. The only acceptable forms of 
valid identification are a state issued drivers license or state issued identification card. 
Military and student I.D.s are not acceptable;
(p) MERCHANT shall not submit a check for goods or services that are not concur-
rently provided to the customer, including, service contracts or similar transactions, or 
for goods or services provided to a third party;
(q) Consumer’s driver’s license identification number and state of issue must appear on 
the front of the check or the original conversion receipt;
(r) Checks must be accepted at the physical address shown on the Merchant 
Application & Agreement;
(s) Checks must be for full amount or final payment amount of goods or services 
exchanged;
(t) Any alterations on the checks must be initialed by the check writer;
(u) MERCHANT shall not knowingly submit or convert a check on an account that 
Secur-Chex previously denied authorization;
(v) MERCHANT is responsible for collecting all taxes at the time of sale and shall 
be responsible for paying all taxes collected to the appropriate authorities in a timely 
manner;
(w) Checks or converted checks where only cash is exchanged, even if the check is 
payable to MERCHANT, will not be guaranteed;
(x) Secur-Chex will not guarantee payment for checks or converted checks returned for 
the following reasons: i. “stop payment” checks; ii. “Customer Advises Not Authorized, 

Notice Not Provided, Improper Source Document, or Amount of Entry Not Accurately 
Obtained from Source Document”; iii. "forgery”, “lost” or “stolen” checks, unless an 
affidavit of forgery is provided with the submission form for the claim on these checks; 
iv. “signature irregular”, “counterfeit”, “refer to maker” or “tax levy” checks;
(y) MERCHANT must deliver transactions to Secur-Chex, the day the check was 
authorized; and
(z) Any fees assessed by Secur-Chex, which are unpaid, will invalidate ANY guarantee 
coverage. 

Any check or conversion items that do not meet the requirements listed above will be 
deemed ineligible for guarantee, even if an authorization number is obtained. In the event 
a claim is paid and through collection or investigation of such claim Secur-Chex deter-
mines that the check did not meet the Qualifying Check Requirements or that the check 
fails under any requirements or procedures contained in this Agreement, Secur-Chex 
may debit the MERCHANT's account without notice the amount of such claim and send 
notice to MERCHANT following such action. MERCHANT's violation of any of the above 
procedures may invalidate coverage and all funds in the MERCHANT's account may be 
placed on hold.

2. Guaranteed Conversion/Guaranteed Conversion Plus. If MERCHANT has marked 
the Guaranteed Conversion or the Guaranteed Conversion Plus box on the MERCHANT 
Application & Agreement, then MERCHANT wishes to participate in the electronic check 
conversion with guarantee services provided by Secur-Chex.  In accordance with the 
terms of this Agreement, Secur-Chex shall provide electronic check conversion services 
and guarantee payment to the MERCHANT for each check accepted by the MERCHANT 
during the term of this Agreement which meets the Qualifying Check Requirements in an 
amount up to, but not exceeding, the maximum guarantee amount designated herein (the 
“maximum guarantee amount”). 

If MERCHANT participates in the Guaranteed Conversion program, Secur-Chex may 
require MERCHANT, at it’s sole discretion, to provide the original conversion receipt for 
any transaction. The original receipt must meet the Qualifying Check Requirements, as 
described in this Agreement, and the legibly printed name and phone number for the check 
writer must appear on the authorization slip. If MERCHANT fails to provide original receipt 
within fourteen (14) days of request, Secur-Chex will not guarantee the converted item if 
dishonored for any reason. The maximum guarantee amount Secur-Chex will guarantee for 
Guaranteed Conversion is one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500.00). The maximum 
guarantee amount Secur-Chex will guarantee for Guaranteed Conversion Plus is seven 
thousand five hundred dollars ($7,500.00)

3. Check Guarantee (Paper-Based). The following provisions apply only to MERCHANTS 
participating in the Check Guarantee (Paper-Based) program. All checks which meet the 
Qualifying Check Requirements received between the 1st and prior to the 15th of the month 
will be paid to the MERCHANT on the 1st of the following month or the first business day 
thereafter. All checks which meet the Qualifying Check Requirements received between 
the 16th and prior to the last day of the month will be paid to the MERCHANT on the 15th 
of the following month or the first business day thereafter. All checks must be deposited 
within three (3) business days of receipt.  Secur-Chex reserves the right, at it’s sole discre-
tion, to deny any claims for payment for checks submitted thirty (30) days after the date 
of the authorization or issuance. Secur-Chex reserves the right to investigate any check 
presented for payment and withhold payment pending resolution of any matters associated 
with determining whether or not the check meets the Qualifying Check Requirements. The 
maximum guarantee amount Secur-Chex will guarantee for Check Guarantee is seven 
thousand five hundred dollars ($7,500.00).

4. Check Guarantee for Corporate Checks (Paper-Based). The following provisions 
apply only to MERCHANTS participating in the Check Guarantee for Corporate Checks 
(Paper-Based) program. In addition to the Qualifying Check Requirements, all Corporate 
Checks must be approved with the correct and current business phone number as 
answered and listed in the business’ name. Business checks approved in any other man-
ner will be excluded from guarantee coverage. The valid I.D. of the person presenting the 
business check must be written on the check. All checks which meet the Qualifying Check 
Requirements received between the 1st and prior to the 15th of the month will be paid to 
the MERCHANT on the 1st of the following month or the first business day thereafter. All 
checks which meet the Qualifying Check Requirements received between the 16th and 
prior to the last day of the month will be paid to the MERCHANT on the 15th of the follow-
ing month or the first business day thereafter. All checks must be deposited within three (3) 
business days of receipt. Secur-Chex reserves the right, at it’s sole discretion, to deny any 
claims for payment for checks submitted thirty (30) days after the date of the authorization 
or issuance. Secur-Chex reserves the right to investigate any check presented for pay-
ment and withhold payment pending resolution of any matters associated with determin-
ing whether or not the check meets the Qualifying Check Requirements. The maximum 
guarantee amount Secur-Chex will guarantee for Corporate Checks is seven thousand five 
hundred dollars ($7,500.00).

5. A La Carte. The following options are available under the A La Carte - Custom 
Features for Check Guarantee (Conversion and Paper-Based) program for an additional 
fee:

(a) Bank Fee Reimbursement: Any check submitted for a claim with an itemized state-
ment from MERCHANT’s bank showing the fees charged for the unpaid item will be 
paid the fees charged by MERCHANT’s bank in addition to the qualifying amount of 
the check submitted for a claim. The bank form must clearly show the fees, identify the 
item on which fees are paid, and state the bank name to qualify for this feature. No 
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copies of the bank form are acceptable; it must be an original bank notice. This benefit 
has a maximum guarantee amount of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) per item submitted 
for claims. All other Qualifying Check Requirements must be followed in order to qualify 
for this benefit.
(b) No Fault Coverage: Any check or check conversion which meets the Qualifying 
Check Requirements submitted for a claim, will be paid, even if the item is missing one 
or more of the following guarantee requirements: date not current; the amount in words 
and figures does not agree; the check writer’s home phone and work phone numbers 
or the words “no home phone” and “no work phone” do not appear on the check; check 
writer’s date of birth, identification number, state of identification or approval code 
obtained do not appear on the check; or any alterations not initialed by the check writer. 
Only the exceptions listed apply to this benefit. All other Qualifying Check Requirements 
must be followed in order to qualify for this benefit.
(c) 7 Day Claims Pay: All check claims submitted that meet the Qualifying Check 
Requirements will be paid within seven (7) days of receipt of the MERCHANT’s claims 
by Secur-Chex. All other Qualifying Check Requirements must be followed in order to 
qualify for this benefit.
(d) Stop Payment Coverage: Any check or check conversion which meets the 
Qualifying Check Requirements submitted for a claim that is marked “stop payment” 
will be paid like any other claim, up to ten percent (10%) of the maximum guarantee 
amount of guarantee. Secur-Chex will contact the check writer to determine if a dis-
pute exists between MERCHANT and the check writer. In the event that the check 
writer confirms a dispute, then  MERCHANT must assist Secur-Chex in validation and 
collection efforts, to the extent Secur-Chex requests such assistance. In the event 
MERCHANT does not assist, as requested by Secur-Chex, then any payment on the 
claim will be reversed and an ACH debit made to MERCHANT’s DDA account on file 
with Secur-Chex. All other Qualifying Check Requirements must be followed in order 
to qualify for this benefit.

To qualify under any of the A La Carte - Customized Check Guarantee programs, 
MERCHANT must meet the Qualifying Check Requirements, follow all procedures and 
comply with the terms of this Agreement.

 6. Electronic Check Conversion. If MERCHANT has chosen Electronic Check 
Conversion, then MERCHANT understands that Secur-Chex will provide check verification, 
electronic check conversion, and certain collection services and will not guarantee or be 
liable in any way for any returned checks of MERCHANT or its customers for any reason. 
MERCHANT also agrees and understands that Secur-Chex does not in any way guarantee 
the accuracy, timeliness or validity of the check verification process and further understands 
that a valid authorization code IS NOT a guarantee of payment from check writer.

7. Check Verification (Paper-Based). If MERCHANT has chosen Check Verification 
(Paper-Based), then MERCHANT understands that Secur-Chex will provide check 
verification only and will not guarantee or be liable in any way for any returned checks of 
MERCHANT or its customers for any reason. MERCHANT also agrees and understands 
that Secur-Chex does not in any way guarantee the accuracy, timeliness or validity of the 
check verification process and further understands that a valid authorization code IS NOT 
a guarantee of payment from check writer.

 8. Additional Locations. MERCHANT must complete an Additional Location Form for 
each additional MERCHANT location. MERCHANT expressly agrees and acknowledges 
that each MERCHANT location shall be governed by these Merchant Processing Terms & 
Conditions and the Merchant Application & Agreement, including and without limitations the 
rates and fees described therein, which may be amended from time to time.

9. Secur-Chex Bank Verification Statement. Upon initial installation of new equip-
ment or reprogramming of existing equipment, MERCHANT agrees to the following: (i) 
MERCHANT shall run a test transaction to ensure equipment functionality, (ii) Verify the 
accuracy of receipt information, and (iii) MERCHANT shall verify proper deposit into 
MERCHANT’s DDA accounts in no less than four (4) banking days and no more than six 
(6) banking days from the time of the first valid customer transaction. MERCHANT shall 
immediately notify Secur-Chex in writing of any failure of the above within ten (10) banking 
days. Failure to notify Secur-Chex within said time frames shall result in Secur-Chex being 
relieved of any liability and responsibility for any equipment failure or misrouted funds.

10. Term; Termination. This Agreement shall continue in full force and effect for 
a term of three (3) years from acceptance by First American/Secur-Chex. If Secur-
Chex services are added as an additional service to an existing First American 
Credit Card Processing Agreement in good standing, your Secur-Chex approval 
date will reflect the approval date of the existing Credit Card Processing Agreement. 
Thereafter, the Agreement will automatically renew for additional one-year periods 
unless terminated per this paragraph or other provisions of the Agreement. The 
initial term of this Agreement shall commence upon Secur-Chex’s acceptance hereof (as 
evidenced by Secur-Chex’s performance hereunder) and continue until either (i) terminated 
by MERCHANT by giving at least thirty (30) days, but no more than ninety (90) days, written 
notice of non-renewal to Secur-Chex with termination effective at the end of the applicable 
term or (ii) terminated by Secur-Chex, with or without cause or reason, and with or without 
notice. Termination by Secur-Chex for any service may result in the termination of all ser-
vices. If this Agreement is terminated by MERCHANT without proper notice, Secur-Chex 
will be entitled to recover, and MERCHANT will pay on demand, any and all losses (includ-
ing consequential damages and loss of profits, costs, expenses and liabilities) incurred 
by Secur-Chex in connection with termination. MERCHANT agrees to pay Secur-Chex 
an Early Termination Fee established by Secur-Chex, but in no event less than one 
hundred dollars ($100.00), for each plus any and all losses (including consequential 
damages and loss of profits, costs, expenses and liabilities) incurred by Secur-Chex 
in connection with termination. First American may withhold payment of any monies 
due MERCHANT to insure that all obligations of MERCHANT are satisfied. MERCHANT 
remains liable for any and all unpaid amounts due under this obligation or related to this 

entire Agreement.
11. Rules and Regulations.  MERCHANT agrees to be bound by all state and fed-

eral laws. This Agreement shall also be subject to the Operating Rules of the National 
Automated Clearing House Association. MERCHANT agrees not to submit any check or 
conversion transaction that will violate applicable state and federal laws or rules of the 
National Automated Clearing House Association. Such rules and regulations incorporated 
herein by this reference and may be amended from time to time. Any violation in these laws 
or rules may be subject to fines by the governing body.

12. Transaction Records. If MERCHANT has chosen Electronic Check Conversion 
with Guarantee - Image, MERCHANT agrees to electronically capture, store, and deliver 
to Secur-Chex an image of each check, daily. MERCHANT agrees to retain the original 
conversion receipt for a period of two (2) years and shall make available, upon request 
by Secur-Chex, a copy of such receipt.  In addition, MERCHANT agrees to balance and 
deliver to Secur-Chex all transactions on each POS terminal used, by midnight of the day 
Secur-Chex authorizes the transaction. MERCHANT acknowledges that failure to deliver 
transactions on the day the check was authorized, will delay funds being deposited and may 
result in a loss of guarantee coverage.

13. Debit/Credit Authorization. MERCHANT hereby grants authorization to Secur-Chex 
to credit and/or debit MERCHANT’s account for chargebacks, fees imposed and for claim 
reimbursement payments pursuant to automated electronic debit or credit via the auto-
mated clearinghouse (“ACH”). MERCHANT agrees to provide a preprinted voided check for 
proper and accurate set up of bank and account information as well as ACH. MERCHANT 
will maintain sufficient funds in account to satisfy all obligations, including fees, contem-
plated by this Agreement. Any change in account status or information or lack of funds 
during any attempted ACH shall give Secur-Chex the right to terminate this Agreement 
immediately without notice to MERCHANT. MERCHANT acknowledges that Secur-Chex 
will monitor MERCHANT’s daily deposit, chargeback and settlement activity. MERCHANT 
agrees that Secur-Chex has a right of offset and may take all steps necessary to collect 
amounts owed by MERCHANT. These steps include offsetting uncollected amounts against 
amounts due to MERCHANT under this, or any other First American agreement. In addition, 
MERCHANT agrees that Secur-Chex may, upon reasonable grounds, divert the disburse-
ment of MERCHANT’s funds for any reasonable period of time required to investigate 
unusual or suspicious activity. Secur-Chex shall have no liability for any losses, claims or 
damages, which MERCHANT may attribute to said diversion of funds. All diverted funds 
shall be deposited immediately into a non-interest bearing account and will not be released 
until such time as suspicious transactions have been resolved to the satisfaction and at the 
sole discretion of Secur-Chex.

14. Offset and Security Interest. MERCHANT hereby grants Secur-Chex a right of 
offset against any amounts now or hereafter owing to MERCHANT under this or any other 
agreement with First American or held by First American and agrees that all such amounts 
may be applied to payment of any obligations now or hereafter owing by MERCHANT 
to Secur-Chex, whether due or not, and in such order as Secur-Chex may elect, and for 
this purpose Secur-Chex may withdraw via ACH or otherwise hold or apply any accounts, 
funds or amounts in its discretion. In addition to and independent of all other rights and 
remedies available to Secur-Chex, including, without limitation, the right of offset, whether 
created by this Agreement or otherwise, MERCHANT hereby grants to Secur-Chex a 
security interest in all accounts, funds, and amounts of any description whatever, whether 
now or hereafter owing to MERCHANT under this or any other agreement with First 
American, and all proceeds thereof, to secure payment of any obligation now or hereafter 
owing from MERCHANT to Secur-Chex, and with respect to the security interest herein 
granted, Secur-Chex shall have all of the rights and remedies of a secured party under 
the Uniform Commercial Code. MERCHANT authorizes Secur-Chex to file such financing 
statement, as Secur-Chex may deem appropriate to perfect the security interest granted 
herein. MERCHANT agrees to provide additional collateral or security upon the request of 
Secur-Chex. The rights of Secur-Chex under this security interest shall be independent 
of and cumulative of any rights of offset. All of the rights of Secur-Chex shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement. 

15. Schedule of Fees and Compensation of Secur-Chex. Attached to this Agreement 
under the section of the Agreement entitled "Secur-Chex Check Services" and incorporated 
herein by reference is a schedule of fees that contains a programming fee, a voice autho-
rization fee, a transaction fee, a guarantee rate fee, a minimum per check fee, a monthly 
minimum fee, a statement fee, an uncollectible item fee and any other fee(s) in effect at the 
signing of this Agreement. Without limiting the foregoing, Secur-Chex shall have the abso-
lute and unconditional right to introduce new fees or increase fees, with or without notice, 
for any reason when deemed appropriate in Secur-Chex's sole discretion. Secur-Chex shall 
have the right to adjust charges as necessary to offset any direct or indirect increase to 
Secur-Chex in the costs of providing services hereunder including, but not limited to, costs 
associated with collection and administration of returned checks, fees charged by other pro-
viders in processing, increases in the cost of living index or changes in rules, regulations, 
or operating procedures of the National Automated Clearing House Association or other 
applicable association/organization, charges for changes to merchant accounts or informa-
tion, adjustments in foreign exchange rates, or any additional requirement imposed by any 
federal or state governmental agency or regulatory authority, or due to any increases in 
processing costs charged to Secur-Chex. Such charges shall, without prior notice, become 
effective as of the date of charge. Without limiting the foregoing, Secur-Chex shall have 
the absolute and unconditional right to introduce new fees and increase fees for any rea-
son when deemed appropriate in Secur-Chex’s sole discretion. MERCHANT understands 
and agrees that Secur-Chex reserves the right to assess any associated fees not previ-
ously specified in the "Secur-Chex Check Services” section of the Merchant Application & 
Agreement that are billed to Secur-Chex as a result of the device(s) or software used by 
MERCHANT communicating with any third party host. Secur-Chex may charge a fee not 
less than thirty-five dollars ($35.00) for a change of depository bank account or a change of 
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name by MERCHANT. Upon any request from MERCHANT for copies of file information, 
account research, or other information, Secur-Chex may charge fees for such services, 
including per hour fees as determined by Secur-Chex. Any fees assessed by Secur-Chex, 
which are unpaid, will invalidate ANY guarantee coverage. Fees not collected within the 
month of billing will accrue interest at the maximum rate allowed by law per month, begin-
ning on the first day of the month following the billing month until all fees and accrued 
interest are paid in full. Each month Secur-Chex shall provide the MERCHANT with an 
itemized statement containing accumulated conversion and guarantee charges based on 
MERCHANT’s inquiries and the amount of such statement shall be paid by MERCHANT 
to Secur-Chex via ACH. In the event the ACH for collection of fees owed to Secur-Chex is 
rejected by the MERCHANT’s bank, MERCHANT agrees to pay Secur-Chex a reject fee 
of no less than thirty dollars ($30.00) and no more than fifty dollars ($50.00). These fees 
shall be paid by MERCHANT to Secur-Chex via ACH. MERCHANT must notify Secur-
Chex in writing of any errors on any statement within ninety (90) days after mailing the 
first statement on which the error or problem appeared or failed to appear. MERCHANT 
agrees to examine all statements upon receipt and to verify all credits and debits to any 
account against all transaction, bank statements and other information indicating activity 
of Secur-Chex and MERCHANT subject to or relating to this Agreement or Secur-Chex’s 
obligations hereunder. Save and except Secur-Chex’s right to funds owed Secur-Chex 
under this Agreement or Secur-Chex’s right to funds incorrectly paid to MERCHANT, if no 
notice of error is received within the ninety (90) day period, the account shall be deemed 
correct and MERCHANT shall have no recourse for errors. National Automated Clearing 
House Association fines assessed as a result of MERCHANT failing to follow procedures 
will be passed through to the MERCHANT.

16. MERCHANT Cooperation. MERCHANT and its employees shall cooperate with 
Secur-Chex’s collection efforts, including working with local law enforcement, on checks 
and converted items guaranteed hereunder and further acknowledges full assignment of 
all rights in and to the instrument to Secur-Chex and its assigns. Secur-Chex shall have 
the right to pursue collection, including the filing of suit, if necessary, of any guaranteed 
item hereunder. In addition, the MERCHANT agrees to sign a separate assignment form 
on any instrument, as well as provide any documentation associated with the transaction , 
upon request by Secur-Chex. MERCHANT hereby agrees that failure to provide requested 
documents will result in the non-guarantee of a returned item.

17. Responsibility and Liability of MERCHANT. MERCHANT shall assume the 
responsibility and the risk of ascertaining the validity and comparing signatures of any 
identification presented to MERCHANT in connection with the making of a check in 
which a check conversion or guarantee authorization has been obtained by Secur-Chex. 
MERCHANT understands that Secur-Chex cannot and does not warranty the connectivity, 
performance of equipment, or quality of services as a result  of any Voice over Internet 
Protocol (“VoIP”) or similar type service.  MERCHANT agrees that Secur-Chex is not 
responsible for, and MERCHANT accepts full responsibility for issues that may arise when 
utilizing VoIP or similar service, including but not limited to; failure to obtain authoriza-
tions, batching, settlement, equipment, equipment/Software installation, communications, 
downloads and internet connectivity.  Further, MERCHANT acknowledges it will not make 
any claim against Secur-Chex for any losses or damages, including, but not limited to, 
loss of income, loss of revenue, economical loss, consequential, direct, indirect, special, 
exemplary, or punitive relating to the use or connectivity of any VoIP or similar services.

18. Record Retention. MERCHANT understands that it is a federal violation for 
MERCHANT to process debit requests against a consumer bank account without the elec-
tronic check writer’s expressed authority and consent. MERCHANT shall retain all records 
related to this authorization, including all sales and credit receipts, original conversion 
receipt and the authorization agreements for a period of two (2) years following the date of 
the transaction. MERCHANT shall produce such original records within twenty (20) days 
of request by Secur-Chex.

19. Use of MERCHANT Name. MERCHANT hereby authorizes Secur-Chex to utilize, in 
advertisements or otherwise, the name of MERCHANT as being a Secur-Chex user. 

20. Collection Reimbursement. Checks which meet the Qualifying Check Requirements 
up to the maximum guarantee amount are paid an amount equal to the full face value of 
the check. Checks which meet the Qualifying Check Requirements over the maximum 
guarantee amount are paid up to the maximum guarantee amount. For collections made 
by Secur-Chex, which are in excess of the maximum guarantee amount, MERCHANT will 
receive a reimbursement payment equal to seventy percent (70%) of such excess collec-
tion. Collection attempts on all checks over the maximum guarantee amount will be limited 
to ninety (90) days from the date of submission of the claim on the check. MERCHANT 
agrees that Secur-Chex shall be entitled to all collection costs, damages and fees against 
the check writer or account holder that are allowed by law. If MERCHANT collects directly 
from the check writer on a previously paid claim, the claim amount and a collection fee will 
be debited from MERCHANT's account via ACH.

21. Goodwill of a Returned Item. Secur-Chex, in its discretion, may voluntarily reim-
burse MERCHANT for a specific Returned Item. Secur-Chex’s election to reimburse a 
Returned Item(s) shall not act as a waiver of Secur-Chex’s right to decline to pay any other 
Returned Items.

22. Attorneys’ Fees and Costs. MERCHANT shall be liable for and shall indemnify 
and reimburse Secur-Chex for any and all attorneys’ fees, arbitration cost, and other costs 
and expenses paid or incurred by Secur-Chex in the enforcement hereof, including but not 
limited to, collecting any amounts or obligations due from MERCHANT. 

23. Governing Law; Jurisdiction.  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed 
in accordance with the internal laws of the State of Texas applicable to agreements made 
and to be performed entirely within such state without regard to the conflicts of law princi-
ples of such state. The parties hereby agree that venue of any action under this agreement 
shall be exclusively in the state courts of Tarrant County, Texas.

24.  Arbitration. Without resort to any form of class, collective or representative 
action, or joinder or consolidation of claims, any dispute, controversy, or claim 
arising out of or relating to this Agreement, including any breach hereof, shall be 
resolved by arbitration in the City of Fort Worth, Tarrant County, Texas, pursuant to 
the Federal Arbitration Act and administered by the American Arbitration Association 
under its Commercial Arbitration Rules, and judgment on the award rendered by the 
arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction.

25. Amendment. Secur-Chex has the right to amend this Agreement, by notice to 
MERCHANT. Any amendments shall become effective no earlier than ten (10) days from 
date of notice.  

26. Assignment. Subject to Secur-Chex’s right of amendment upon notice, any of the 
terms, provisions, representations, warranties, covenants, or conditions hereof may be 
amended, only by a written instrument executed by all parties hereto, or, in the case of 
a waiver, by the party waiving compliance. The failure of any party at any time to require 
performance of any provision hereof shall not constitute a waiver and in no manner affect 
the right to enforce the same. The rights and obligations of MERCHANT hereto may not 
be assigned or ownership of MERCHANT transferred without the prior written consent of 
Secur-Chex.

27. Indemnification. MERCHANT does hereby indemnify and hold harmless Secur-
Chex from and against any claims, damages, actions, costs or expenses, including reason-
able attorney’s fees and costs of court for any breach by MERCHANT or any of its employ-
ees, agents, independent contractors or customers, of any provision of this Agreement, for 
failure to submit checks which meet or do not meet the Qualifying Check Requirements, 
and for third party claims resulting from or arising out of, Secur-Chex exercising any rights 
under this Agreement, or in connection with, the indemnifying party’s failure to comply 
with the terms of this Agreement. The indemnification provisions herein shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement.  

28. Limitations on Liability. Secur-Chex shall be responsible for the performance of 
ACH processing services as a third-party provider in accordance with the terms of this 
Agreement. MERCHANT agrees that Secur-Chex shall not be responsible for any errors, 
acts, omissions, negligence, failures to act, intentional conduct, delays or losses unless 
caused by Secur-Chex’s gross negligence or willful misconduct. Any liability of Secur-Chex 
shall be limited to the amount of fees paid by MERCHANT to Secur-Chex for check con-
version or check guarantee services for the previous twelve (12) months. In no event shall 
Secur-Chex be liable for punitive, special, consequential or indirect damages in connection 
with any service performed under this Agreement. Secur-Chex’s limitations of liability shall 
survive termination of this agreement.

29. Limitation of Damages. Secur-Chex shall not be liable for special, consequential, 
exemplary, or punitive damages. In no event shall Secur-Chex’s cumulative liability to 
MERCHANT hereunder, including as a result of Secur-Chex’s or any processor’s own 
negligence, breach or error, exceed the amount of processing fees paid by MERCHANT to 
Secur-Chex for the transaction in question.

30. Waiver. The parties and any guarantor expressly waive the right and agree not, to 
bring or participate in, any class action or joinder or consolidation of claims with respect 
to any dispute under or relating to this Agreement, including in any arbitration. ALL 
PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT HEREBY WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY ACTION, 
PROCEEDING, SUIT, CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR THIRD PARTY CLAIM BROUGHT 
BY THE PARTIES HERETO ON ANY MATTER ARISING OUT OF OR OTHERWISE 
RELATED TO OR CONNECTED WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

31. Guarantor Any guarantor hereby guarantees performance of all obligations of 
MERCHANT and agrees that Secur-Chex may require performance of any obligation of 
MERCHANT hereunder directly from guarantor.

32. Taxes. MERCHANT shall pay and be responsible for all sales, use, value added, and 
other taxes and duties, of whatever nature levied or imposed as a result of this Agreement 
or in connection with any services hereunder.

33. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, including facsimile 
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, and all of which together shall 
constitute one and the same agreement.

34. Severability. In the event that any provision of this Agreement or the application 
thereof, becomes or is declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid or 
unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement will continue in full force and effect and 
the illegal, invalid or unenforceable provision is modified to give effect to the original intent 
consistent with being valid and enforceable under applicable law.

35. Notices. All written notices under this Agreement shall be delivered to:
 Secur-Chex
 100 Throckmorton Street, Suite 1800
 Fort Worth, TX 76102

If to MERCHANT, the proper notice shall be the address stated on the records of Secur-
Chex. 

36. Survival. Any and all provisions of this Agreement that impose or could be construed 
to impose a continuing obligation, duty, or requirement upon MERCHANT including, but 
not limited to indemnification, offset and limitation on liability, shall survive the expiration or 
termination, for any reason, of this Agreement.

37. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, when executed by both Secur-Chex and 
MERCHANT, shall constitute the entire agreement as between the parties, and shall super-
sede and cancel all prior offers and negotiations whether in writing or otherwise. 
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This Supplement is entered into by and between First American Payment Systems, L.P., 
whose principal place of business is 100 Throckmorton Street, Suite 1800, Fort Worth, 
Texas, 76102 (hereinafter referred to as “FirstPay.Net”), and “MERCHANT,” whose name 
and address are stated on the Merchant Application & Agreement. FirstPay.Net™ is a DBA 
of First American Payment Systems, L.P. For purposes of this Agreement, FirstPay.Net and 
First American Payment Systems, L.P. shall be synonymous and reference to one includes 
reference to the other.

MERCHANT expressly agrees and acknowledges that the FirstPay.Net Processing 
Terms & Conditions are a Supplement to the Merchant Credit Card Processing Terms & 
Conditions. The Merchant Credit Card Processing Terms & Conditions, which are incor-
porated herein by reference, and the Processing Terms & Conditions set forth below shall 
apply if MERCHANT has agreed to utilize the FirstPay.Net products.

MERCHANT understands that if a conflict exists between the provisions of the Merchant 
Credit Card Processing Terms & Conditions and the FirstPay.Net Terms & Conditions 
– Supplement, the FirstPay.Net Terms & Conditions contained herein shall control.

Products:
A. Moto Virtual Terminal. If MERCHANT has marked the “Moto Virtual Terminal” 
box on the Merchant Application & Agreement, then MERCHANT agrees to utilize the 
software and services provided by FirstPay.Net for the acceptance and transmission of 
cardholder data for its customer's purchase of goods and services when the purchase 
and cardholder information has been provided to MERCHANT via telephone or in writ-
ten form via mail. MERCHANT understands the “Moto Virtual Terminal” is a secure 
virtual terminal.  MERCHANT also understands that transactions processed utilizing 
this product do not contain an e-commerce indicator and that all customer orders for 
purchases must be obtained via the telephone or by mail.
B. Internet Payment Gateway. If MERCHANT has marked the “Internet Payment 
Gateway” box on the Merchant Application & Agreement, then MERCHANT agrees to 
utilize the software and services provided by FirstPay.Net for the acceptance of and 
transmission of cardholder data for its customer’s purchase of goods and or services 
via the Internet. MERCHANT understands that the “Internet Payment Gateway” con-
sists of a payment gateway and virtual terminal for transmitting cardholder data with an 
e-commerce indicator via the Internet.
C. Total Package. If MERCHANT has marked the “Total Package” box on the Merchant 
Application & Agreement, then MERCHANT understands that the Total Package con-
tains the MOTO Virtual Terminal and Internet Payment Gateway as described in A. and 
B. above, as well as a shopping cart and website templates. 
D. Batch Upload (Offline Transactions Only). If MERCHANT has marked the “Batch 
Upload” box on the Merchant Application & Agreement, then MERCHANT agrees to uti-
lize the software and services provided by FirstPay.Net for the offline acceptance of and 
transmission of cardholder data for its customer’s purchase of goods and or services.

1. Transaction Processing. FirstPay.Net agrees to perform transaction-processing 
services for MERCHANT. This includes the acceptance and authorization of transactions 
forwarded from MERCHANT in a timely manner, the subsequent transmission of trans-
actions to the processing network and the detailed reporting of those transactions via 
MERCHANT’s web-based Merchant Menu.

2. Fees. In addition to the fees outlined in the Credit Card Processing Terms & 
Conditions, MERCHANT hereby authorizes FirstPay.Net to initiate debit/credit entries to the 
bank account supplied or any other bank account number, for monthly or other applicable 
charges. This billing will occur once each month regardless of the number of days in which 
services were actually performed for that month. MERCHANT understands and agrees 
there are additional fees associated with using the FirstPay.Net products, in addition to the 
fees described in the Merchant Credit Card Processing Terms & Conditions – Rates; Fees; 
Adjustments section.

3. Acceptable Use Policy. MERCHANT will not engage in "Net Abuse", which can be 
defined as, but is not limited to: (i) sending any kind of unsolicited or unwelcome email to a 
substantial number of network users, anywhere on the Internet, (ii) posting a single article 
or substantially similar articles to an excessive number of newsgroups or mailing lists (i.e., 
20 or more), (iii) repeated or deliberate posting of articles that are off-topic according to 
the charter of that newsgroup or mail list, (iv) posting commercial advertising in almost any 
conference or newsgroup, unless it is specifically permitted within that group. MERCHANT 
understands that FirstPay.Net investigates all reported occurrences of Net Abuse, and will 
take action according to the circumstances and severity of the abuse. Depending on the 
severity of the breach of this policy, FirstPay.Net may, at its sole discretion, with or without 
notice, suspend processing or terminate account immediately.

4. Indemnification. MERCHANT hereby releases, indemnifies, and holds FirstPay.Net 
harmless for any losses, claims, cost or consequential damages to MERCHANT, purchaser, 
or any other third party as a result of FirstPay.Net’s acts or omissions under this Agreement, 
including but not limited to:

(a) Any delays in the performance of services hereunder or for any failure to perform 
same hereunder if such delays are due to strikes, inclement weather, acts of God, 
Internet disruption, network failure, or other causes beyond FirstPay.Net’s reasonable 
control. FirstPay.Net will not be liable for performance of services where delayed by 

war, riots, embargoes, strikes, or acts of its vendors and suppliers, concealed acts 
of workmen or third parties (whether of FirstPay.Net or others), criminal conduct, or 
accidents; 
(b) FirstPay.Net shall not be responsible or liable for unauthorized access of facilities or 
to MERCHANT’s data or programs due to any intentional act or accident, and whether 
by illegal or fraudulent means or devices;
(c) Failures in software, whether known or not known;
(d) Failures in communications or connectivity;
(e) Any damage caused by or resulting in a loss from negligence, fraud, dishonesty, or 
willful behavior by MERCHANT's employees, customers or agents;
(f) FirstPay.Net shall not be liable for the individual merit, legitimacy or authenticity of 
orders forwarded from MERCHANT regardless if an authorization number is issued; 
and
(g) FirstPay.Net is not responsible for the security of data residing on the server of the 
MERCHANT, or a third party designated by a MERCHANT (e.g., a host).

5. Transaction Data. FirstPay.Net shall retain full ownership of all data submitted by 
either MERCHANT or Purchaser through the FirstPay.Net Payment Gateway (Payment 
Gateway refers to the electronic systems through which a MERCHANT may pass payment 
information to FirstPay.Net) including, but not limited to name, mailing & shipping address, 
email address, phone number, dollar amount of purchase, type of purchase and description 
of purchase. Cardholder data is stored for ninety (90) days in the virtual terminal. 

6. Validity. If any provision in this Agreement is invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the 
validity of the remaining provisions of this Agreement, and MERCHANT and FirstPay.Net 
agree to substitute for the invalid provision a valid provision that most closely approximates 
the effect and intent of the invalid provision.

7. Payment Gateway Monitoring. MERCHANT understands that FirstPay.Net has full 
authority and rights under this Agreement to deny orders, transactions or halt processing of 
transactions, with or without notice, for transactions, which exceed any of the parameters 
set forth in the Merchant Profile Section of the Merchant Application & Agreement.

8. DISCLAIMER. FIRSTPAY.NET DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, WRITTEN OR ORAL, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. MERCHANT 
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE SERVICE MAY NOT BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR 
FREE.

The following FirstPay.Net™ Processing Terms & Conditions apply only if MERCHANT has agreed to utilize FirstPay.Net 2.0 Internet Services.

FirstPay.Net 2.0 Processing Terms & Conditions
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THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between First American Payment Systems, L.P. 
(“FirstAdvantage” or “First American”) and “MERCHANT,” whose name and address are 
stated on the Merchant Application & Agreement and shall become effective upon approval 
by FirstAdvantage. FirstAdvantage™ is a DBA of First American Payment Systems, L.P.  

WHEREAS, FirstAdvantage is engaged in the business of providing electronic gift card 
transaction processing services for participating MERCHANTS under the programs herein 
described;

WHEREAS, MERCHANT wishes to participate in this gift program under the rules and in 
accordance with this Agreement established by FirstAdvantage; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual obligations and agreements here-
inafter set forth, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which are hereby acknowledged and confessed, the parties agree to the following: 

1. Agreement. Reference to this "Agreement” includes all schedules, appendices, 
Merchant Application & Agreement, additional location documentation, any terms and 
conditions, and any other documents requested by FirstAdvantage. MERCHANT acknowl-
edges that FirstAdvantage will provide transaction processing services hereunder through 
First American or other third parties. MERCHANT agrees that First American may perform 
the functions of FirstAdvantage hereunder and that First American may receive the benefits 
of and enforce the terms of this Agreement against MERCHANT and any third party as an 
assignee of FirstAdvantage’s rights hereunder, whether or not FirstAdvantage is a party to 
such proceeding or transaction.

2. Services. 
A. Cards. FirstAdvantage will produce cards ("Cards") in the quantities ordered by 
MERCHANT from time to time for the fees set forth on the FirstAdvantage Card 
Reorder Form.
B. System. FirstAdvantage will maintain an electronic method of capturing data rel-
evant to MERCHANT's Cards and the availability of funds on the Cards. FirstAdvantage 
will also provide access to web interfaces allowing MERCHANT and MERCHANT's 
customer access to their pertinent data. 
C. Operation of System. FirstAdvantage will operate its system ("System") to enable 
MERCHANT to sell and redeem electronic gift cards for the fees set forth in the Fee 
Schedule on the FirstAdvantage Application. This will include downloading System soft-
ware onto the terminals designated by MERCHANT, providing authorizations of trans-
actions for cardholders and tracking monetary value assigned to Cards. FirstAdvantage 
will maintain an accessible electronic record of the transactions for a period of sixty 
(60) days. MERCHANT understands that all monetary values assigned to each Card 
and collection of funds from cardholders are the sole responsibility of MERCHANT and 
that FirstAdvantage will have no responsibility or liability for any monetary transaction 
between cardholder and MERCHANT.

3. System License. 
A. License. FirstAdvantage grants to MERCHANT a non-exclusive, non-transferable, 
limited license to use the System in the United States for MERCHANT's own electronic 
gift card program and to install the System on point-of-sale terminals agreed to by 
FirstAdvantage.
B. Restrictions. MERCHANT shall have no right to obtain source code for the System 
by any means. MERCHANT shall not reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, 
translate, modify, alter or change the System, or any part thereof. Except as set forth 
in this Agreement, MERCHANT shall have no right to market, distribute, sell, deliver or 
otherwise transfer the System. MERCHANT shall not copy, nor allow others to copy, 
any part of the System. MERCHANT shall not remove from the System, or add or alter, 
any trademarks, trade names, logos, patent or copyright notices, or other notices or 
markings, or add any other notices or markings to the System unless written consent is 
given by FirstAdvantage. MERCHANT shall not permit any person to use the System 
in violation of the export control laws of the United States.
C. Indemnity. MERCHANT assumes all liability for use of the System.  

4. Additional Locations. MERCHANT must complete an Additional Location Form for 
each additional MERCHANT location. MERCHANT expressly agrees and acknowledges 
that each MERCHANT location shall be governed by these Merchant Processing Terms & 
Conditions and the Merchant Application & Agreement, including and without limitations the 
rates and fees described therein, as may be amended from time to time.

5. FirstAdvantage Verification Statement. Upon initial installation of new equipment 
or reprogramming of existing equipment, MERCHANT agrees to run a test transaction to 
ensure equipment functionality. MERCHANT shall immediately notify FirstAdvantage in writ-
ing of any failure of the above within ten (10) banking days. Failure to notify FirstAdvantage 
within said time frames shall result in FirstAdvantage being relieved of any liability and 
responsibility for any equipment or transaction failure.

6. Warranties by MERCHANT. MERCHANT warrants that it shall fully comply with all 
federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations, as amended from time to time. 

As to each gift card sale presented to FirstAdvantage for processing, MERCHANT war-
rants that:

(a) MERCHANT understands and agrees that the FirstAdvantage Services require 
additional charges to be billed directly by FirstAdvantage to MERCHANT, payable 

pursuant to paragraph 8 listed below;
(b) By signing this Agreement, MERCHANT will indemnify, protect, defend and hold 
FirstAdvantage, affiliates and/or subsidiaries and all of its or their officers, agents and/or 
employees, harmless from and against any and all claims, losses, demands, actions, 
expenses, damages, liability, and/or causes of action, including, without limitation attor-
neys’ fees, other costs of defense and/or collection fees, which in any way result directly 
or indirectly from any damage or loss caused by negligence, fraud, dishonesty or willful 
behavior by MERCHANT or any of MERCHANT's employees, customers, or agents.;
(c) MERCHANT shall supply to FirstAdvantage all information and data reasonably 
required from time to time by FirstAdvantage to perform the Services, including the 
dollar value to be attributed to each card, each card transaction, the location of point-of-
sale terminals and cardholder data and content as may be agreed upon by the parties 
from time to time and within the time necessary to perform the Services promptly;
(d) MERCHANT will be responsible for the accuracy and adequacy of all data transmit-
ted by it or on its behalf for processing by the System;
(e) MERCHANT warrants to FirstAdvantage that MERCHANT is engaged in the law-
ful business shown on any agreement with FirstAdvantage which includes the sale of 
merchandise and/or services, and is duly licensed to conduct such business under the 
laws of the state, county and city in which MERCHANT is located; and
(f) MERCHANT agrees not to change its type of business, without the express written 
consent of FirstAdvantage.

7. Term; Termination. This Agreement shall continue in full force and effect 
for a term of three (3) years from acceptance by First American/FirstAdvantage.
If FirstAdvantage services are added as an additional service to an existing First 
American Credit Card Processing Agreement in good standing, your FirstAdvantage 
approval date will reflect the approval date of the existing Credit Card Processing 
Agreement. Thereafter, this Agreement will automatically renew for additional one 
(1) year periods unless terminated per this paragraph or other provisions of this 
Agreement. The initial term of this AGREEMENT shall commence upon FirstAdvantage’s 
acceptance hereof (as evidenced by FirstAdvantage’s performance hereunder) and con-
tinue until either (i) terminated by MERCHANT by giving at least thirty (30) days, but no 
more than ninety (90) days, written notice of non-renewal to FirstAdvantage with termina-
tion effective at the end of the applicable term or (ii) terminated by FirstAdvantage, with 
or without cause or reason, and with or without notice. Termination by FirstAdvantage 
for any Service may result in the termination of all Services. If this Agreement is termi-
nated by MERCHANT without proper notice, FirstAdvantage will be entitled to recover, and 
MERCHANT will pay on demand, any and all losses (including consequential damages 
and loss of profits, costs, expenses and liabilities) incurred by FirstAdvantage in connec-
tion with termination. MERCHANT agrees to pay FirstAdvantage an Early Termination 
Fee established by FirstAdvantage, but in no event less than one hundred dollars 
($100.00) for each MERCHANT location, plus any and all losses (including conse-
quential damages and loss of profits, costs, expenses and liabilities) incurred by 
FirstAdvantage in connection with termination. First American may withhold payment 
of any monies due MERCHANT to insure that all obligations of MERCHANT are satisfied. 
MERCHANT remains liable for any and all unpaid amounts due under this obligation or 
related to this entire Agreement.

8. Debit/Credit Authorization. MERCHANT hereby grants authorization to FirstAdvantage 
to credit and/or debit MERCHANT's account for fees imposed via the automated clearing 
house (“ACH”). MERCHANT agrees to provide a preprinted voided check for proper and 
accurate set up of bank and account information as well as ACH. MERCHANT will maintain 
sufficient funds in MERCHANT's account to satisfy all obligations, including fees, contem-
plated by this Agreement. Any change in MERCHANT's account status or information or 
lack of funds during any attempted ACH shall give FirstAdvantage the right to terminate 
this Agreement immediately without notice to MERCHANT. MERCHANT agrees that 
FirstAdvantage has a right of offset and may take all steps necessary to collect amounts 
MERCHANT owes. These steps include offsetting uncollected amounts against amounts 
due MERCHANT under this, or any other First American agreement. 

9. Offset and Security Interest. MERCHANT hereby grants FirstAdvantage a right of 
offset against any amounts now or hereafter owing to MERCHANT under this or any other 
agreement with First American or held by First American and agrees that all such amounts 
may be applied to payment of any obligations now or hereafter owing by MERCHANT 
to FirstAdvantage, whether due or not, and in such order as FirstAdvantage may elect, 
and for this purpose, FirstAdvantage may withdraw via ACH or otherwise hold or apply 
any accounts, funds or amounts in its sole discretion. In addition to and independent of 
all other rights and remedies available to FirstAdvantage, including, without limitation, 
the right of offset, whether created by this Agreement or otherwise, MERCHANT hereby 
grants to FirstAdvantage a security interest in all accounts, funds, and amounts of any 
description whatever, whether now or hereafter owing to MERCHANT under this or any 
other agreement with First American, and all proceeds thereof, to secure payment of any 
obligation now or hereafter owing from MERCHANT to FirstAdvantage, and with respect 
to the security interest herein granted, FirstAdvantage shall have all of the rights and 
remedies of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as may be amended or 
supplemented from time to time. MERCHANT authorizes First American to file such financ-
ing statements, as FirstAdvantage may deem appropriate to perfect the security interest 
granted herein. MERCHANT agrees to provide additional collateral or security upon the 
request of FirstAdvantage. The rights of FirstAdvantage under this security interest shall 
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be independent of and cumulative of any rights of offset. All of the rights of FirstAdvantage 
shall survive the termination of this Agreement. 

10. Schedule of Fees and Compensation of FirstAdvantage. Attached to this 
Agreement and incorporated herein by reference is an Application containing the Schedule 
of Fees that may be amended or supplemented from time to time, and that contains an 
account setup fee, transaction fee, account maintenance fee and any other fee(s) in effect 
during the term of this Agreement.  Fees not collected within the month of billing will accrue 
interest at the maximum rate allowed by law per month, beginning on the first day of the 
month following the billing month until all fees and accrued interest are paid in full. Each 
month FirstAdvantage shall provide MERCHANT with an itemized statement containing 
accumulated gift charges based on MERCHANT's activity and the amount of such state-
ment shall be paid by MERCHANT to FirstAdvantage via ACH. In the event the ACH for 
collection of fees owed to FirstAdvantage is rejected by MERCHANT's bank, MERCHANT 
agrees to pay FirstAdvantage a reject fee of no less than thirty dollars ($30.00). These 
fees shall be paid by MERCHANT to FirstAdvantage via ACH. MERCHANT must notify 
FirstAdvantage in writing of any errors on any statement within ninety (90) days after 
mailing the first statement on which the error or problem appeared or failed to appear. 
MERCHANT agrees to examine all statements upon receipt and to verify all credits and 
debits to any account against all transaction, bank statements and other information indicat-
ing activity of FirstAdvantage and MERCHANT subject to or relating to this Agreement or 
FirstAdvantage’s obligations hereunder. Save and except FirstAdvantage’s right to funds 
owed FirstAdvantage under this Agreement or FirstAdvantage’s right to funds incorrectly 
paid to MERCHANT, if no notice of error is received within the ninety (90) day period, the 
account shall be deemed correct and MERCHANT shall have no recourse for errors. 

11. Use of MERCHANT Name. MERCHANT hereby authorizes FirstAdvantage to utilize, 
in advertisements or otherwise, the name of MERCHANT as being a FirstAdvantage user. 

12. Attorneys’ Fees and Costs. MERCHANT shall be liable for and shall indemnify and 
reimburse FirstAdvantage for any and all attorneys’ fees, arbitration cost, and other costs 
and expenses paid or incurred by FirstAdvantage in the enforcement hereof, including but 
not limited to, collecting any amounts or obligations due from MERCHANT. 

13. Governing Law; Jurisdiction.  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed 
in accordance with the internal laws of the State of Texas applicable to agreements made 
and to be performed entirely within such state without regard to the conflicts of law princi-
ples of such state. The parties hereby agree that venue of any action under this agreement 
shall be exclusively in the state courts of Tarrant County, Texas.

14.  Arbitration. Without resort to any form of class, collective or representative 
action, or joinder or consolidation of claims, any dispute, controversy, or claim 
arising out of or relating to this Agreement, including any breach hereof, shall be 
resolved by arbitration in the City of Fort Worth, Tarrant County, Texas, pursuant to 
the Federal Arbitration Act and administered by the American Arbitration Association 
under its Commercial Arbitration Rules, and judgment on the award rendered by the 
arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction.

15. Force Majeure. FirstAdvantage is released from liability hereunder for failure to 
perform any of the obligations herein where such failure to perform occurs by reason of 
any acts of any other party or third party or any acts of God, fire, flood, storm, earthquake, 
tidal wave, computer or communications failure, software failure, program failure, network 
problem, sabotage, war, military operation, national emergency, mechanical or electrical 
breakdown, civil commotion, or the order, requisition, request, or recommendation of any 
governmental agency or acting governmental authority, or FirstAdvantage’s compliance 
therewith or government proration, regulation, or priority, or any other cause beyond 
FirstAdvantage’s reasonable control whether similar or dissimilar to such causes.

16. Amendment. FirstAdvantage has the right to amend this Agreement, by notice to 
MERCHANT. Any amendments shall become effective no earlier than ten (10) days from 
date of notice.  

17. Assignment. Subject to FirstAdvantage’s right of amendment upon notice, any of 
the terms, provisions, representations, warranties, covenants, or conditions hereof may 
be amended, only by a written instrument executed by all parties hereto, or, in the case of 
a waiver, by the party waiving compliance. The failure of any party at any time to require 
performance of any provision hereof shall not constitute a waiver and in no manner affect 
the right to enforce the same. The rights and obligations of MERCHANT hereto may not 
be assigned or ownership of MERCHANT transferred without the prior written consent of 
FirstAdvantage.

18. Indemnification. MERCHANT hereby releases, indemnifies and holds FirstAdvantage 
harmless for any losses, claims, costs or damages to MERCHANT, MERCHANT's 
customers or any third party, including without limitation First American, as a result of 

FirstAdvantage’s acts or omissions under this Agreement, including, as a consequence of 
FirstAdvantage’s own negligence. The indemnification provisions herein shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement.

19. Limitations on Liability. FirstAdvantage shall be responsible for the performance of 
Services described in this Agreement. MERCHANT agrees that FirstAdvantage shall not be 
responsible for any errors, acts, omissions, negligence, failures to act, intentional conduct, 
delays or losses unless caused by FirstAdvantage’s gross negligence or willful misconduct. 
Any liability of FirstAdvantage shall be limited to the amount of fees paid by MERCHANT 
to FirstAdvantage for gift card Services for the previous twelve (12) months. In no event 
shall FirstAdvantage be liable for punitive, special, consequential or indirect damages in 
connection with any Service performed under this Agreement. FirstAdvantage’s limitations 
of liability shall survive termination of this Agreement.

20. Limitation of Damages. FirstAdvantage shall not be liable for special, consequen-
tial, exemplary, or punitive damages. In no event shall FirstAdvantage’s cumulative liability 
to MERCHANT hereunder, including as a result of FirstAdvantage’s or any processor’s own 
negligence, breach or error, exceed the amount of processing fees paid by MERCHANT to 
FirstAdvantage for the transaction in question.

21. Waiver. The parties and any guarantor expressly waive the right and agree not, to 
bring or participate in, any class action or joinder or consolidation of claims with respect 
to any dispute under or relating to this Agreement, including in any arbitration. ALL 
PARTIES TO THIS AGREEMENT HEREBY WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY ACTION, 
PROCEEDING, SUIT, CLAIM, COUNTERCLAIM OR THIRD PARTY CLAIM BROUGHT BY 
THE PARTIES HERETO ON ANY MATTER ARISING OUT OF OR OTHERWISE RELATED 
TO OR CONNECTED WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

22. Disclaimer. FirstAdvantage disclaims all warranties, express or implied, written or 
oral, including but not limited to warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular pur-
pose. MERCHANT acknowledges that the Service may not be uninterrupted or error free.

23. Guarantor. Any guarantor hereby guarantees performance of all obligations of 
MERCHANT and agrees that FirstAdvantage may require performance of any obligation of 
MERCHANT hereunder directly from any guarantor.

24. Taxes. MERCHANT shall pay and be responsible for all sales, use, value added, and 
other taxes and duties, of whatever nature levied or imposed as a result of this Agreement 
or in connection with any Services hereunder.

25. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, including facsimile 
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, and all of which together shall 
constitute one and the same Agreement.

26. Severability. In the event that any provision of this Agreement or the application 
thereof, becomes or is declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid 
or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement will continue in full force and effect and 
the illegal, invalid or unenforceable provision is modified to give effect to the original intent 
consistent with being valid and enforceable under applicable law.

27. Notices. All written notices under this Agreement shall be delivered to:
 FirstAdvantage
 100 Throckmorton Street, Suite 1800
 Fort Worth, TX 76102

If to MERCHANT, the proper notice shall be the address stated on the records of 
FirstAdvantage. 

28. Survival. Any and all provisions of this Agreement that impose or could be construed 
to impose a continuing obligation, duty, or requirement upon MERCHANT including, but not 
limited to indemnification and limitation on liability, shall survive the expiration or termina-
tion, for any reason, of this Agreement.

29. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, when executed by both FirstAdvantage and 
MERCHANT, shall constitute the entire agreement as between the parties, and shall super-
sede and cancel all prior offers and negotiations whether in writing or otherwise. 
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The Terms & Conditions for American Express Card Acceptance will be sent to the business entity indicated on the First American Merchant Application & Agreement along with the wel-
come letter upon approval of such business entity to accept the American Express Card by American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. By accepting the American Express 
Card for the purchase of goods and/or services, you  agree to be bound by the Terms & Conditions of American Express.

American Express Card Acceptance
®

The following applies only if MERCHANT has applied to accept American Express.


